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Distribution Of Salient Facts
it appears that there is at
last a significant issue for the New University
to discuss. It is in fact so significant that the
bastion of local journalism, the Daily Pilot,
saw fit to misquote editor BobPincus and then
run a front page story on the Chancellor's response to a New U editorial.
I
am referring, of course, to the ROTC controversy. True to the Daily Pilot's assertion
that the "implementation of the program isbeing ignoredby the campus newspaper," in this
article we will again attempt to ignore the
ROTC program. You, however, should feel no
compulsion to do the same.
You will note for example, the salient facts
liberally
distributed throughout this article.
— ROTC
was mandatory for all male students at all UC campuses until 1962.
The "R" in ROTC may stand for "Rich.
Non-scholarship students receive, tax-free,
$1,000 per year, starting in their junior year.
Scholarship students not only get the tax-free
cash allfour years,but also get allfees paidand
their
books bought.
— The
University is required by the California State Constitution to run at least one ROTC
program somewhere'in the system.
The University has bindingcontracts with
Yes, sports fans,

—

—

the Army, the Navyand the AirForce whichrequire the University to give some academic
credit for ROTC courses.
And now, to inject a small amount of political controversy
The Academic Senate Divisions at Berkeley, Los Angeles, Davis and Santa Barbara
voted in 1970 to remove all credit from ROTC
courses,a matter under their jurisdiction. The
Board of Regents, led by Regent Hearst (yes,
that RegentHearst) ,voted to override theSen-

—

...

ate.

about some sexism?
—How
Male ROTCseniors receive free flying in-

women don't.
academics:
For
— ROTC students study such subjects as
limited war,the policies of theSovietUnionand
China, the 'growth and development of air
power, and 'AirForce leadership at the junior
officer level, including its theoretical, professional and legal aspects."
And one last fact, not intended to serve as
anything except information.
ROTC is pronounced "rot-see." Rhymes
with "Nazi."
For late developments on mounting opposition to ROTC, turn to page 10.
struction,"but

—

IS THAT BASEBALL IN THE MITT FOR REAL? According
to Jack Cassidy, avant-garde fiction writer, It certainly Is.
Find out why in an interview with him entitled 'There Is Fiction And It Does Exist." (pg. 3) Jack Cassidy and fellow avantgarde writer David Wynne will be appearing in the Writing
Center (126 HOB) Thursday, March 13, at 1:30, to read real
fiction.

For Entire Irvine Campus:

FIRST COURSE EVALUATIONS BOOKLET
The evaluations, produced
and administered by students
this spring quarter, will be
Starting next fall students
published
fall quarter next
will have their own Course
year.
This
will enable stuBooklet,
a
deEvaluation
tailed student-compiled re- dents to gain more knowview ofeach class and profes- ledge of the courses they
will be taking, since the
sor.
booklet will examine coursThe booklet will include a es in much greater detail
summary of written com- than the titles currently ofments from students who will fered in registration packets.
Many courses change each
rate classes in terms of work,
reading
quarter,
so the booklet will
lectures and
material, professor appeal, concentrate on classes that
and total class effectiveness. are offered consistently. The
There will also be space pro- student willstillbeable tolook
vided for the professor's com- up a certain professor to see
ments concerning student how he was rated, or to see
reaction and the courseitself. what the basic outline of the
by Lance Robbins

class will be.
The Student Course
Evaluation Booklet has never
before been offered at UCI.
Over a year ago, Marge
Ryan, now ASUCIVice-President of Administration and
Tim Kelly, formerly of the
same office, began work on
the project. They felt that this
kind of student booklet ("NOT
handbook, itdoesnot tella student how to study! ") was "important to students. It would
help them to find a class they
would like and see what they
were getting into in terms
of work, assignments, etc."
Ryan explained that now,

The New UC President

LOS ANGELES — David S.
Saxon, 55, was named fourteenth president of the University of California at a special meeting of the Regents
here today (March 1). He will
take office July 1,when Charles J. Hitch will retire.
Saxon is currently provost of
the University-wide system
and executive vice chancellor
of the Los Angeles campus
serving half-time in each
capacity. Hehas beena member of theUC faculty since 1947
and was appointed vice chancellor, the number two positionatLos Angeles,in1968. He
current probecame UC provost last David S. Saxon,
Unlverslty-wlde
of
the
vost
spring.
viceSaxon was selected by the system and executive
UCLA,
will
be
chancellor
of
Regents on the recommendapresident
our
nextUC
Special
Board's
tion of thf
Committee on the Selection of
As UC provost he has been
a President after consultation responsible
for relatinglongwith faculty, students and range
academic planning to
alumni of the University.
budget resources.
available
As executive vice chancellor
A
native
of St. Paul, MinUCLA,
Saxon has been resat
ponsiblefor a major review of nesota, Saxon earned both his
academic and budget prob- B.S. and the Ph.D at the
lems that led to changesinthe Massachusetts Institute of
campus' academic programs. Technology (MIT). In 1944,

the year he was awarded the

Ph.D.,he joinedthe staffof the

MITRadiation Laboratory.In
1946, he became an associate
physicist with the Phillips
Laboratories in New York,
and joined theUCLA faculty in
1947 as an assistant professor
of physics.
The new president, whose
fields are theoretical physics,
nuclear physics, quantum
mechanics and electromagnetic theory, won the Distinguished Teaching Award at
UCLA in 1967. He spent the
1956-57 academic year at the
Neils Bohr Institute of Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen on a Guggenheim
Award, and in 1*60-61 receivedbotha Fulbright Award
and a Guggenheim Foundation Grantand spent that year
af the University of Paris.
Saxon is a member of the
American Physical Society
and the American Institute of
Physics! theauthor of several
physics textbooks and numerous articles which have
been published in professional journals.

"students who are choosing a
class decide by titles. What
this booklet will do is to help
students make better choices.
They will be able to compare
class descriptions and professors. It is difficult to do that
from the department evaluations because the results go
right to the professor's files."
Marge added that "it (the
booklet) wouldopenuplinesof
communication between students and professors. Each
would know how they feel
about the course, as the professor will be able to respond
to student comments."
The idea of a student booklet
is not unique. Everyother UC
campus has or had one, the
most recent addition being UC
San Diego.
TimKelly approached the Irvine Campus Coordinating
Committee with the idea of a
Student Evaluations Booklet
and asked for appropriate
funds. All other campuses received funds for the booklet
from this Committee, as well.
Faculty members were unre-

ceptive to the idea. Abe Milden voiced the opinions of
many faculty when he said
"we don'tneed a booklet." His
main concern was that the students "will haphazardly
evaluate theclass" and would
possibly hurt the class enrollment and professor reputation. "The Committee demanded an entire feasibility
study costs, time, etc.," said
Marge, "so we developed a
comprehensive report as to
what is best for our campus,
based on a nationwide survey
of all student course
evaluation booklets." Kelly
and Ryan used the UC San
Diego studentbooklet as amodel for the projected UCI
Booklet. "San Diego'sbooklet
is as reliable and so well
done," said Marge, "that the
booklet is used by the University itself as a guide."
They presented a plan of
operation to the Committee.
There will be a separate
questionnaire, a computer
card,
very short, only 10
continued on page 11
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AGS ELECTION RESULTS
The Associated Graduate Students recently held elections to fill the vacant council seats.Those persons elected
will serve along with the previously elected representatives until the end of the academic year.
The following representatives were elected:
Fine Arts Diane Haskin
ICS Allan Terry
Engineering Fred Greve
Humanities Don Johnson,AGSSecretary; BobPotter
Social Ecology Larry Gorkin
Those previously elected are:
GSA Douglas Cline, Roland Wallace
Biology
Dan Shapiro, AGS Vice Chairperson; Pat
Wheeler, AGS Treasurer
Comparative Culture DanMoreno
Education Shannon Innis, Steve Merrill
Physical Science Mike Ruggera
Gerry Delahunty, AGS Chairperson;
Social Science
Alene Terasaki
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chemistry, Louisiana State

University. 101 Physical
Sciences, 4 p.m.
Seminar "Distributed
Feedback Electron Injection
Lasers," Rudolf R. August,
Electronics Research Division, Rockwell International.
402 Engineering, 4:30-6 p.m.
Film— "East of Eden" (Elia
Kazan) Science Lecture'Hall,
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students 75
cents, all others $1.25.
Drama Workshop— "You're
a Good Man, Charlie Brown,"
directed by Richard Bobb,
UCI undergraduate student.
Little Theatre, 161 Humanities Hall 8 p.m. 75 cents.
SATURDAY,MAR. 8
Film— "It's a Gift" and "The
Old-Fashioned Way" (W.C.
Fields) Science Lecture Hall,
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students 75
cents, all others $1.25.

—

Career Planning
Mar. 10
Beckman Instruments;
Major: E.E., M.E.M., Chem.,
Bio.
Mar. 11
Burroughs (Mission Viejo);
Major: ICS, E.E., M.E.

Saturday. Sign up on second
floor of Humanities Hall.Cost

Film— "Help Fight the
Famine." By Cross Cultural
Center from noon to 2 p.m.
Donation: 50* students; 75' faculty and generalpublic. For
more info, 833-7215.
Bible Dig In— Registration
for Bible Study Friday and

COP Outing— Cross-country
Ski Weekend at Rock Creek.
Depart from Share-a-ride
Station 10 a.m. and return 9
p.m. Sunday.
Lecture— "Uniqueness of
Jesus," Chuck Swartz, Campus Crusade for Christ staff
member. Third Floor lounge.
Gateway Commons, noon.
Seminar— "Reactivity and
Regioselectivity in Cycloaddition Reactions," Kendall
N. Houk, professor of

CLASSIFIEDS

Female Roommate wanted: to share 2 bdr

FRIDAY, MAR. 7
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For Sale: Panasonic 8 track Record deck.
Make your own 8 track tapes $80.00. Also
car deck, tapes, etc. Call Rod at 673-8035.
Lost:Gold Heart-shaped necklace with diamond in the middle, on a very fine gold
chain. If found please contact Nancy, 4948187. Very high sentimental value. Reward.
Rock and Roll Keyboard: HammonM3 Organ for sale / good condition but canuse a
refinish. Has reverband Leslieconnections
$600.00 Call Peter Ibanez at 833-7215 or
833-5410 leave message.
For Sale: Gretch electric guitar, anniversay
model, hollow back, sunburst finish. Plus
hardshell case included $235 or best offer.
Call Bill at 525-4897.
Seven Days in April is coming, and it's
coming to Irvine soon. The Greatest
Event since the invention of the transistor will have its premier on KUCI, 89.9
FM in Irvine.
For Sale: 1965 Mustang. New paint, all new
tires,rebuilt engine, newshocks all smogdevices, new carb. automatic transmission.
$750 or best offer. 833-6457 days.
Typing— reports, term papers, letter, etc.
Call 549-3600.
For sale: '71Honda CL 350; new tires; well
cared for; in good shape. $565.00/Best
offer. See Eric Brisa 102-A 752-0926.
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REGISTER NOW FOR THE APRIL OR JULY REVIEW
COURSE TOMAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
Instruction exclusively in exam taking techniques used
successfully by California pre— law students. Taught
for over 3 years in Los Angeles by practicing lawyers.
Cost $85.
COURSE FOR APRIL 19 LSAT STARTS APRIL 3
COURSE FOR JULY 26 LSAT STARTS JULY 10
For complete April and July Information
Call Collect Today (213) 878-1920

(201)933-6222

LADIES NIGHT TUES.
STUDENTS FREE with ID WED.

Thru Sunday

ALLAN RHONDO
MEHAN
THE ROTO-ROOTER GOODTIME
CHRISTMAS BAND
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For show times and reservations, call 639-313i! Ithe price of 1 j
:
126& S. Glassed, Orange
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"Admission's cheaper than a movie"
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306 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Huntington Beach
across from the Pier NO AGE LIMIT
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PRE-LAW STUDENTS

#4

TEL: (213) 826-5669
or 826-0955

OF
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$4.50
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j^,, Vicente Blvd

l.a., calif. 90049
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BIOLOGICALS

P

536-9600

Lowest Rates-From $2.S0/p\j.
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 6 Sat.10-4
Campus Jobs Available

If you have recently ha<
infectious mononeucleosi
and°would like to be pai<
$35.00 per blood donation
Please call:
GOLDEN STATE

» «»- ~»>- ■«».

11687

:
: |

Termpaper & Thesis Research

2 Sylvan St.

this school.

The Golden Bear

EUROPE ISRAEL
Africa orient

DATA TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICE

\

from different depts. in Bio
Sci discuss experiences at

FLO & EDDIE & THE TURTLES
plus Chunky, Novi, & Ernie

--

f~
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$35.00

(714) 646-6437
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TUESDAY, MAR. 11
Meeting— Bio Club in SH 160
at 6:00 p.m. Grad students

6— Marc Sosniak 645-7446.

i
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This Monday and every Monday listen to KUCI 89.9 FM at
5:30 p.m. when Lavon Gieselman presents "The Feminist
Forum" with interesting
guests speakingon topicsof in-

Second Class Postafe paid at Newport Beach, Calif. 9266(

Europe Israel - Orient

'.
'.

510 W. Sixth H318
LA.. C:90014
(213) 623-2821 or
Eves. (213) 968-8142

MONDAY, MAR. 10

The New University is published twice weekly on Tuesday and Friday by the Communications Board of the
Associated Students of the University of California. Irvine. All articles represent the opinions of the
individual writer(s) and not necessarily those of the New University Editorial Board, the ASUCI or the
University of Califorua.

—

all points

Workshop—"AnsSunday
wers to Questions," directed
by Robert Cohen, UCI associate professor of drama.
Little Theatre, 161 Humanities Hall, 8 p.m.

Phase address all letters, manuscripts andcuanges of address to The New University. 3rd Floor Commons.
University ot California. Irvine, Ca. 92664.Call 833-5546 for messages. 833-5393 for adf,

Low cost student flights.
Contact: AIST
.■»„
1742 Heather Ave., Tustin
Ca. 92680 544-9333

AFRICA- ORIENT

Film— Sri Chinmoy" PS 101,

7:30 p.m. Donation 25*.

'"

Students who are interestedin enrolling in
Soc Sci 152 C, Creative learning in Children,
are advised to contact theFarmSchool now
Call 833-1498 and leave your name,phone
number, and a brief statement of teaching
interests.
For Sale: 1972 Capri excellent condition.
Make offer. 673-4683 Brian.

u=

EUROPE*-'ISRAEL

SUNDAY,MAR. 9

FRENCH FRIES! French conversation 68 Chevelle, 2 dr., auto, tranx., air cond.,
groups for any students interestedin prac- gas saving 307, excell. cond— a steal at
ticing spoken French. Please contact the $695. CallWarren at541-4216. (Mighteven
French and Italian Department for more lower price!)
super comfortable ReasonablePhone Scott info.
LA. to BuenosAires overland Thirty people
Ten very nice gentlemen request any attrac- needed to share expenses. 70 days, 13
497-3159.
tive young
- ladies services for fun and ad- countries, 8,000 miles, approximately $550
1966 Dodge Dart. Always given expert venture must be 18! If interested and/or per person. Departs June 20, 1975 Call
mechanical care. Excellent transportation lonely, cometo the "Pit" Caballo residence 870-5373.
for commuter. $145.00. Call Bruce after hall for a free interview. Signed: the InterContinued on page 7
pudenium Cosmic Muffen.
4-552-0572.
For Sale: 12 string guitar.Brand new, make
offer. 673-4683.
:
Charters To
Europe, Hawaii, Etc.
Audiophiles: Selling stuff: A Sony 3200F
AIS
Amp. (new 75) w/case $240/new $370.
Pioneer QD-240 CD-4 (discrete) demodulaSanta
9056
Monica Bl. ■
':
tor (Have records for sale, too, Vi price)
LA, 90069
"
$85/new $140. A Sony SQ-1000 (matrix)
(213)274-8742
demodulator$40/new $20. JVCS101 addon-amp with equilizer. Alone costs $100,
Both $120. Two Marantz 7g's 3-way
FOOD AND DRINK
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
$220/new $400. Two Cerwin-Vegas 211R
(reflecting), 3-way $350/new $560. Sorry,
Contemporary Music
condie, tape was sold. Evenings after
Outrageous Satire

Ride needed to UCR from Irvine for spring
quarter M-F Call Barb 559-4110.
Do you rememberElliot Mint'sKABC IRREGULARS? If so, please write to the American
Irregular Guild 8831 Blossom Ave., Garden
Grove,CA 92641. We are attempting to contact Irregulars and listeners in Orange
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terest to the Irvine community.
Kababayan— Philipino meeting every Monday noon at the
Cross Cultural Center. All
Asians and interested students invited. Planning social
and educational activities.
For info, call 833-7415.
Readings— JaneGeller reads
about women: descriptions,
feelings,experiencesat 2: 00 in
Women's Center Trailer 503.
Lecture— Associated
Grad Students: "Second
Language Learning by
Children Attending a French
Immersion Program" at 3:30
p.m. in SST 642.

Camping freaks! Get down— bags renewed,
equipment repaired, custom made ground
pads slip onto your bag, converting single
bag todouble capacity. Keepwarm, dry, and

room. Would like someone studious but
friendly, too. Call Michelle or Faye at 5465239 evenings or mornings. Or Faye at 5561520 evenings.

WLnmrxEsawEjiLKi
ira the TrjKira ceoter
*

.

apt with 2 other UCI students, on Bristol,
near Newport Freeway, 314 miles to campus, beautiful grounds, swimming pool, rec

KJWS
copies
im

.

$3.50.

Fashion Show— "Focus on
Blackness" Afro Fashion
show and dance, featuring
"Red Beans & Rice." 8:00
p.m. in Linoleum Room,Mesa
Court; Semi-Formal. $1.50,
Students, $1.00.
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An Interview With Jack Cassid

There Is Fiction And It Does Exist

An Interview with
writer Jack Cassidy
by Richard Newton
and Linda Burnham
Jack Cassidy andDavid Wynne, avantgarde fiction writers, will read from
their prose from noon to 1:30 Thursday, March 13, in the Writing Center,
126 HOB. Cassidy is also a part-time
nuclear reactor technician and Wynne
is a senior at UCI.
RichardNewton makes movies. Linda
Burnham writes fiction.

"most dependable," "most
likely to succeed" and "Boy
First Citizen." I used to be a
math prodigy. I won a statewide contestinCalifornia.Iwon

$100.

Newton: Wow!

***

Cassidy: Readings always re- Aaron Burr, by Gore Vidal.
quire a certain amount of pickNewton: And Helter Skelter.
ing out at the time, accordingto
These are trying over
Cassidy:
the audience. A raucous
our
fiction.
How To Eat Right
audience need quietstuff tomix
and Get Healthy. Anyhow,IAM
'em up.
fiction. I'm readingwith
Newton: What were you going reading
friend, David Wynne, he'll
my
say?
to
Cassidy: Huh? Oh, nothing. I read fiction too. So there is ficwas just gesturing, like you do tion and it does exist. Iam gowhen you're being interviewed. ing to read short stories. Very
Newton: You're going to read short stories, usually from
about half a page to four pages
fiction?
Cassidy: Yes, and I think it's long. This is how I've been writimportant toemphasize thatit's ing for a long time. Theoretifiction because "creative writ- cally, I'd like to write a novel.
Newton: A short novel?
ing" has come to be thought of
poetry.
poetry
nudgas
And
is
Cassidy: As matter of fact, Idid
ing fictiorrout of the realm of in- write a short novel called Winteresting writing and into the ning at Poker and Games of
realm of, uh journalism—and, uh, well,semi— what
is it— like semifactual, uh—

—

Burnham— Non-fiction.
Cassidy:
NON-FICTION!
That's it, non-fiction.
Newton: "Disa-what?"
Cassidy: What?

.

Bumham: "peared."
Cassidy: Disappeared! Yeah,
"Young Frankenstein." Frankenstein was fiction. What have
we got today? We've got historical novels like Burr...

Newton: Berg?

Cassidy: No, Burr, about

McFarlane
Burnet
by Kit Campion

Sir Macfarlane Burnet, the
second of two Nobel laureates
to come to UCI, will be teaching a course in immunology
duringtheSpring quarter. The
2-unit. pass/not pass seminar is
open to all majors. It will be
organized similarly to the
very successful class taught
by Sir John Eccles this quarter. It willbeoffered for three
weeks, April 7th through the
23rd for one hour Mondays,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays
and can be foundin the spring
class schedule listed under
Biological Sciences 98, Act. 4.
Sir Macfarlane Burnet, an
immunologist from Australia,shared the Nobel prize for
Physiology and Medicine in
1960 "for the discovery of
immunological tolerance."
He is concerned with the
applications of immunological studies to the problems of
cancer and aging. His class, a
series of 9 lectures, will begin
with a basic discussion of
immunology and will then
lead into his theory of clonal
selection and antibody production. He also plans to cover mutation, genetic diseases, aging and cancer during the three week period. A
free public lecture entitled
"Mutation and Selection:
Some Extensions of Darwinism," isalso scheduled for
April 17th, 7-9:00 in Science
Lecture Hall.
Judging by the success of the
visit of psychologist Sir John
Eccles at the beginningof this
quarter, Sir Macfarlane Burnet's seminar should prove to
be a fascinating and rewarding experience for all students who enroll in the class.

Chance which isn't published you and me.
because it's too short. I'll prob- Burnham: Who was the main
ably read sectionsfromthat.It's influence on your stuff?
made of about20 sections,each Cassidy: Ron Sukenick, a terdealing with some aspect of rific writer, the author of a
poker and other games of forthcoming book called 98.6.
He's as far as I can tell, the
chance.
Burnham: Ask him what his best fiction writer in America today.
stories are about, Richard.
Burnham: Tell us your bioNewton: What are your stor- graphy.
ies about?
Cassidy: I was born a good
Cassidy: Well, Richard, they're Catholic in 1949. I received a
about people like you and me. religiousupbringing. In school I
Except they mostly don't have was the only kid whofolded his
certain characteristics that hands on his desk. Idid that for
some fictional characters do. years and Inever noticed that
They aren't fully drawn. They're nobodyelse
— did. In high school
more like cartoon characters, Igot to be Igot three awards!
which makes them maybe like Igot more than that! I got to be

Burnham: How'd you get to be
a writer. You were such a math
whiz. What happened?
Cassidy: I took a class from
Ron Sukenick at Cornell. First I
took a classfrom SteveKatzand
he was real funny. His
moustache was reddish-green.
Then I took Sukenick's class
and wrote some stories. He encouraged me to send some out
and I got one published in
Epoch Magazine. That encouraged me to go on writing and
I'm still doing it. I've sort of
realized now that there's not
much future in it in most ways.
That you can'tmake anymoney
writing real fiction and that it's
real rough even getting anything published for free. And
that there's no real reason to go
on doing it.But you get a feeling of accomplishment after
you get a whole pileof stuff you
think is good. It's not a very
strong feeling butit's definitely
there.

Collective Bargaining:

YOUR CONTRACT, BUT OUR EDUCATION
by Amy Bernardi
and Randy Bunn,
UC Student Lobby
Until recently, the impact
collective bargaining will
have on students was virtually unknown. After analyzing how collective bargaining in higher education affects students invarious states, projections of
collective bargaining in
California can be anticipated. Collective bargaining poses serious implications for the students' education and for their ability
to participate in the decisions that shape that education. Threemain characteristics of collective bargaining that will adversely
affect students under present legislation are: (1) the
governance processes, (2)
the scope of bargaining, (3)
the consequences that
could result from a strike.
The governance processes of universities and colleges will be drastically altered under collective bargaining. The existing hierarchial decision-making
system will be replaced by
a bi-lateral adversary process. In bargaining sessions, behind closed doors,
the negotiated contract will
become the governing
document of educational
and budgetary policy within the university.
Unionized teachers at
CUNY (City University of
New York) continually reject new governance plans
that provide for a greater
sharing of academic responsibilities with students.
In New York; at present
there aresixty-fivepages of
faculty contracts that are
currently in effect without
once mentioning the word
student.
Previously,academic senates, student organizations, chancellors offices
and other organizations
affiliated with the university could present their opinions into the decision

making process. Under
present legislation there is
no provision for student input.

Institutions with a recognized bi-lateral bargaining
agenthave not shown an increase in student participation in the area ofinstitutional decision making.
However, at various colleges on occasion students

tration, he/she wants to be
an independentbody able to
voice input that is protect-

ing the rights of the students. At CityUniversity of
New York, students declined to formally participate in working with either
bargaining team. They
chose instead to maintain
an independent position
and to exercise their in-

negogiations. Those terms
and conditions of employment can be roughly
equated to a students education.
Questions of class size,
faculty workload, teaching
evaluation, curriculum innovation and tenure are
only some of the areas subjected to bi-lateral
(employee-administration) determination.
Examples of what seem to
be trivialdemands are best
illustrated by the situation
at CUNY. The teachers
have requested better parking facilities, separate elevators, private dining
facilities, and private
lavatories.
In addition, questions of
high importance to students such as student
employment, the level of
student fees, student housing rents, degree requirements and admisssion policies will be considered
under collective bargaining negotiations. Under
present legislation studentshave no input into the
development of these final
agreements.

If negotiations between

administration and faculty

have been invited by either
the management or the
faculty to participate inthe
negotiations. At Ferris
State in Michigan, a student sat inas part of theadbargaining
ministration
team. At Southern Oregon
College,a student was chosen to sit as an observer
throughout the negotiations. The major problem
with this arrangement is
that as soon as the student
says something that theadministration doesn't like,
he is asked to leave. The
student doesn't want to
observe the negotiation or
to be brought in on the side
of the faculty or adminis-

fluence informally with the
two sides.
Students have worked
hard to secure a role in the
governance system of universities, but that would be
lost under present models
of collective bargaining.
Collective bargaining, if
applied to higher education without modification,
threatens to move us toward a system that is even
more closed than the one
that exists today.
Secondly, the scope ofbargaining has been left wide
open. Any policy or practice that affects the terms
and conditions of employment can be the subject of

reach a stalemate, faculty
could walk-out. The impact that strikes will have
upon students is devastating. Classes will be interrupted creating problems for students planning
graduation, issuing appropriate class credit, squeezing a quarter's amount of
work into less time and
lowering the amount of
work normally assigned,
thus giving the student a
"cheapened education" to
list a few. Also, how about
tuition? Will the students
be entitled to rebates since
during the strike they are
not receiving the services
to which they are entitled?
Across the nation student reactions are opposed
to striking among faculty.
Continued on page 7
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The ROTCprogram is no
Iwas brought up on ROTC
more indoctrinatingthan your newspaper (the New U)
Chancellor Dan

.

What good is a limited program in Japanese. The only
thing students use it for is to obtain a job with Datsun.
James McGaugh Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs

MARVIN JACKSON
editorial director

Unsigned editorial* represent a majority opinion of the New University editorial board.Responsible individuals or groups may submit
letters and articles contrary to any New University expressed
editorial position. The editors reserve the right to use their discretion In publishing letters, and to edit any letter over 300 words.All
other articles representthe opinions of the individual writer(s), and
not necessarily those o< the New University editorial board, the
ASUCI or the University of California.

Out Of Uniform
Concert Brutality
It has come to my attention recently that there is a major
suppression of news reporting going on in the Los Angeles
area. Icame to that conclusion after the following incident.
I
am an usher at the Shrine Auditorium. On Friday night,
was ushering for the Tower
February 14 (Valentine'sDay) , I
had ushered before, but this
of Power-Taj Mahal concert. I
time the ushers had an extra duty— to hand to each of the patrons a little note which said:
Dear Patron:
It has come to our attention recently that, at concerts of
this type,efforts are beingmade by authorities toenforce narcotics laws.
It is our desire that youenjoy the concert you are attending tonight. It is not our policy to hassle our audience, as we
hope you know.
We wish to advise you of this situation simply inorder that
neither you or we will suffer needless embarassment due to
circumstances beyond our reasonable control.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Very sincerely yours,
Variety Concerts, Inc.
Most of these notes were not heeded,or even looked at (especially the ones handed out after the concert started, since it
was quite dark) and the people who did read them questioned
had ushered at previous conus as to their meaning. Since I
certs and was somewhat aware of what went on "behind the
scenes, I
told them that it was a friendly warning that there
would be undercover police floating around. As if that wasn't
enough of a bummer, the people there were subjected to
periodically seeing their fellow concert-goers, sometimes
even their friends beingforcibly escorted out of the concertby
means of a painful twisted wrist grip. The "ESCORTS" were
obviously undercover policemen and could easily be picked
out as such because they certainly didn't look like the rest of
the people who hadcome there to enjoy a concert. The people
that Ipersonally witnessed being led out, hadn't been doing
anything to disturb theconcert or the people around them except maybe smoking marijuana.I
later found out from one of
the head ushers, that worked for the Shrine, that there had
been over fifty arrests at the concert, all on charges of possession of marijuna except one, who had been found carrying
some cocaine.
Now Tm not condoning or condemning the use of marijuana, but it has become a general understanding among
marijuana smokers that concerts are one place where you can
smoke openly and not get hassled for it. (There was probably
enoughmarijuana smoked at the five recent Jethro Tull concerts at the Forum to fill a medium size warehouse.) Has the
general understandingbeen based on a lack of knowledge due
to the press" cooperating with the police, and maybe the managementof the concert halls, to keep the news of thesearrests
from the public. Itseems to me that: 50 YOUTHSARRESTED
AT CONCERT would make a most intriguing headline in any
paper or news media, and yet there was absolutely no coverage of these arrests at all.
Thi§ brings to my mind many questions. Have arrests like
thesebeen goingon all alongand the generalpublic been kept
in the dark? Or maybe the local law enforcement agencies
want to get a lot of good dope busts in before the state legislature reaches a decision on it's marijuana decriminalization
law. And another thing, is this just the Shrine,or isit happening all over? A friend of mine said he saw thesame thinghappening at the LongBeach Arena. Are the policeactually there
to bust people or are they just trying to make examples to
keep the rest of the crowd from smoking? If the latter is the
case, why don't the police wear their uniforms? A cop in uniform would certainly keep me from doing anything illegal.
And probably the most important question: why haven't
these incidents been in the press? Maybe Watergate has only
served the purpose of showing government and the press
exactly what they can get away with.
Lee Goldstein
101-H Lorien,Middle Earth UCI
Irvine, Calif. 92664 Reg. #31965859
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their larger incomes have enabled them to propagate
to
false notions about their place in American life and
create a world of make-believe.
E. Franklin Frazier
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CorporationsDiet And Hunger

by the giants of the food industry who spend more money on

The food services here at Irvine have been an object of
numerous complaints in the
past in regard to the pricing
and quality of available food:
specifically to its taste and
palate appeal. Few if any complaints have been directed towards the "types" of food
made available by the Commons for the students and
staff.
With the approach of
National Food Day (April 17,
1975) it has become apparent
that many of us may want to
examine the entire issyeofthe
American diet and its pricing
policy, production system, effect on the world economy and
worldwide starvation, andnutritional value. Not only is the
American diet a severelyimportant health issue since we
eat too much fat and refined
sugar and too little whole
grain, fruits, and vegetables,
but it has political and

advertising then the Federal
Government does to regulate
the quality of the food we eat.
American eating habits, promoted by industry advertising, contributes directly toour
own illnesses and indirectly to
the plight of millions in
famine-stricken nations. Our
eating habits also encourage
the misuse of energy and resources as well as the manpower that gives us food. The
United Farm Workers have
shown us that it is easy to forget that the people who harvest much of our food are hungry, ill-housed, and in great
need of schools and health
care.
Bear in mind theseissues the
next time you sample the
overly processed, fatty and
sugar-based "snacks" that sit
patiently in the vending
machines around campus.
Ask for morehealthful foods in
the Commons and in your
supermarkets, ask a
nutritionist about toomuch fat
ai.d sugar in your diet, do
supermarket comparisons
and educate yourself about
food monopolies and its effects on diet and budget, demand that government
agencies limit junk food advertising, consider world hunger for family farms, experiment with changes in your
own diet (eat more vegetable
protein), and support a
healthier and responsive
America by participating in
Food Day 1975. Write: Food
Day 1975, 1785 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Room 206,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

.

economic implications as
well. Food prices are rising
because the corporationdominated food production
system is inefficient and devoted to corporate profit, not
human needs. A recent study
showed that small farmers
leave the —land at a rateof 1,000
per week allowinghuge corporations, agribusiness, to
produce such "empty" foods
as Wonder Bread (ITT),
"Breakfast Squares" and
"Cocoa Crispies" (General
Foods) , and Coca Cola which
has no nutritional value and
costs more than milk.
The American diet is wasteful, unhealthy, and supported
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Corporations
Positive
Dear Editor:
You have front paged two
articles dealing with the manner the Regents vote University stocks. The first article
was entitled "Yes Men for the
Management" (Feb. 4) and
the latest oneis "UCInvests in
Social Injustice" (Feb. 25). I
have read both articles and I
am convinced that both
authors do not know what the
consequences of successfully
bringing about these programs would be.
I
am opposed to corporations
making illegal campaign contributions because Ithink it is
a stupid thing to do. Iwould
like to see women andminorities on Boards of Directors but
only when they have properly
earned the respect of the
stockholders in order to be
voted into such a position.
Equal employment opportunity is an easy thing to call
for. but tough to implement
when people with the needed
skills are not available
One way to compensate, for
what would be an increase in
the company's expenses,
would be to increase prices. I
am sure the most ardent social activist would find this
counter balancing measure
unacceptable. He is in good
company because it has been
repeatedly shown in marketing surveys' that buyers will
not prefer a higher priced
commodity over a lower
priced one simply because the
company making that product is more committed to social programs.
Another measure a company could employ wouldbe to
decrease dividends. Imust
point out that the stockof most
of the companies of concern
(GM. IBM.Du Pont. GE.ITT.
etc.) is owned by retired people who depend on the dividends as a source of income.
The final manner in which
the increased expenses could
be absorbed would require the
original owners or corporate
officers to take a lower return
on their investments or a cut in
pay. Both of these prospects
would destroy the incentive
these people had to form the
company and then to manage
it ina way that achievesmaximum benefits to all the parties involved (customers,
employees, stockholders, and
the community)
But all of this is a negative
way of looking at the most constructive part of our society.
Corporations carry out a social responsibility by definition. They are formed because a need for either a good
or a service is anticipated. (If
that need is not social, what
would you call it?)
Nancy Belmont

.
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CORRECTIONS FOR ROTC EDITORIAL
There were two small errors made in our March 4th editorial entitled "ROTC: Worst Of All Possible Institutions."
The first was a reference to the United States Army in the
context of a discussion of UC Irvine's ROTC program when
the program will be one in conjunction with the Air Force.
The second was our mention of a contact with the Santa Ana
Register when it was actually the Orange CoastPilot we had
spoken to about administration comments on AKKOTC.
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Equality Of Sexes
For The AF ROTC
by

a male feminist

me.
We therefore propose that the ROTC program be expanded
to include us young women. We propose a course that would
pay us at a rate equalto the men's, would require equal time
and would give us equal academic credit. We would be trained to serve our soldiers and our country as professionalprostitutes.

We submit that such a programwould add immensely to national security since the hiring of foreign whores would no
longer be necessary.
We submit that it would add greatly to the health of the
army, since, as professionals, we would know to guard against venereal disease.
And we firmly believe that intelligent hookers can often
help soldiers whose exposure to danger constitutes an unsettled long emotional strain.
This proposal is offered by the undersigned upon the assumption that the American Army will continue, as it has in
the past, to have prostitutes. It is also offered in hopes that
we shall not have to take the government to court to impress upon it the fairness of our demand.

Dear Editor:
In response to K. Trout's letter to the Editor, Iwould like
to ask "Why a Martian?" Am I
to assume that an intelligence
must be detached from human affairs in order totake offense to the unpleasant aspects of human existence?
And K.Trout'sMartian iscertainly chancing the censure of
the entire population of earth
by daring to oppose bigotry,
starvation, and violence, as
every other conscience is, of
course, dormant to the disgust of these things.
K. Trout, it must be wonder-

In Full
The discussion about

amnesty for the young men

who deserted or evaded mili-

Simple fairness, if not legal equity,requires theU.S. government to do for us women students what it plans to do for men
students in the proposed ROTC program at UCI — it seems to

Martian
Dialogue

Amnesty

ful to have a Martian scrutinize the tragedies of life,such
as war and hypocrisy, which
by the subtlety escape the attention of others. Evidently
the tragedies are all that are
noticed. Have you ever considered volunteering time or
resources in assistance of the
unfortunate as an antidote to
your Martian's inquiries,
rather than a submarine sandwich? Perhaps if you interpreted your humanitarian
urges less like Ray Bradbury
and more like Albert
Schweitzer, there would be
fewer inequities to consider,
and more submarine sandwiches.
Kent Wilson
Biological Sciences

tary service has finally provoked me to anger. Before I
proceed further, may Isay

that Iam the mother of a
young man who did serve his
country honorably. In fact, he
reenlisted for three years to
qualify for special educational opportunities. He served 18 months in Vietnam.
Let me say right now that I
was against the war then, and
in retrospect my "gut
reaction" was as valid then as
itis now.If anythinghad happened to my son,I
would have
felt bitterness toward no one
butthe governmentof the UnitedStates for getting us involved in the first place.
With all this talk about the
pros and cons of the amnesty
program, Ihaven't read one
word of condemnation for all
of the "privileged" youngmen
who dishonestly evaded the
draft through the help of influential parents and "bought
and paid for" medicalreasons
for "legitimately" evading
service.
What about these young
men? They continued their
educations because of
"allergies," "bad knees," and
any other number pf trumped-up medical reasons, while
less influential parents (and
more patriotic, no-questionsasked parents) saw their sons
shipped home in boxes.
Where are these young men,
and who is pointing the finger
of shame at them or demanding alternate service to clear
their names? Noone. They are
still respected members of society.
Don't tell me that this did not
happenas I
have workedinthe
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medical field for 25 years, and
Isaw these things happen. If
physicians deny it, they are
even had
not being truthful. I
the opportunity to get my son
out on a medical discharge
with the help of doctors who
knew how much Iworried
didn't,but if my
about him. I
son hadbeen maimedor killed
I
would never have known another moment of peace just
knowing that Ihadrefused the
chance to allow him to come
home alive and well.
My heart goes out to all our
servicemen who were sent
home crippled, to a society
that forgets their needs and
cherishes only the almighty
dollar. My heart also goes out
to the young men who deserted. We send young men to
battle because most of the
older men would some way
find a way out.
For God's sake, give these
kids another chance. For
every one who deserted, there
are probably atleast a half dozen fine upstanding young
businessmen who paid well to
evade in an "honorable" way.
The old double dealing, under
the table, good old American
way.

If we can forgive the Water-

gate conspirators and pardon
Richard Nixon, at their re-

spective ages of maturity,
then let these very youngmen
have their chance.
Mrs.M.L. Copeland
Santa Monica

Roles
Absent
Dear Editor:
We'd just like to say thanks to
the faculty and staff that joined us last weekend at the
Leadership Retreat. We
thought it was neat to be able
to spend time with everyone
outside of their formal rolesin
the university. That's all we
really wanted to say was justthanks to all the participants
students, faculty and staff.
Some Students

Weekend
Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Everybody that attended the
LeadershipRetreat last weekend at Mt.Palomar Mountain
Camp would like to thank
everybody else who also attended. The highlight of the
whole weekend was to be
continuously meeting people
outside of their formal university roles. You never knew
who was scoring all those
points in the basketball game
that you played in for 6 hours,
while waiting for the bus to
come, (Deanofwhatschool?) ,
or who was looking over your
shoulder while you were explaining that as a student you
only have 3'/2 hours of free
time a week and you need the
other 116hours a week tostudy
for your physical education
degree (She teaches what
class?). The night-time activities were extremely successful as usual, and you
weren't too hurt when you
asked the cute blonde who just
happened to be the Assistant
Dean of Women's Affairs to
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dance and she said, "Forgetit
you male chauvinist pig." It
didn't matter whether you
were a professor of neuroendocrinology, the dean of admissions at the medical
school, the Associate Dean of
Educational Support Services (the illustrious Sally
Peterson), or a below average student of subnormal intelligence trying to pass Subject A. Everybody learned
alot about leadership, communication, time management, hiking, basketball, volleyball, apricot brandy
etcetera. If you want to learn
something about yourself,and
something about that cute
little blonde (whose husband
is 5'4" and teaches the class
"The Art of Loving") , attend
the nextLeadershipRetreatin
May, at Camp Fox up in the
mountains. See ya there, Vice
Chancellor! !!!
J.P.

Birth Control
Corrections
In response to the article by
Lance Robbins, (New U,
March 4) ,concerning the free
birth control clinic, Iwould
like to point out a few discrepancies.
To begin with, therate for the
services available to the students requesting birth control
at the Student Health Center
areNOT "what you would pay
if you went to private
facilities." Such facilities
would charge upwards of $40
for the following: paptest, pelvic exam, properdiagnosis for
V.D., and selection of the most
effective method of birth control, allof whichare presently
available at the Health Center for a charge of $15 for the
first exam, and $10 for each
subsequent exam.
Secondly, although the Reg

Fee committee did in fact
determine that the students
consider the Health Center a
#1 priority of their services, I
feel that it is necessary to give
credit to the Student Health
Advisory Committee, and to
the members of the Health
Education Center for determining what the high
priorities were within the
Health Center itself. It was
through the members of the
Student Health Advisory Committee that more people became aware of the fact that
more students would benefit
from the free birth control clinic that the present fee for services clinic offered. It was also through the Student Health
Advisory Committee's intercampus relations with the
committees on the other UC
campuses, that UCI became
aware of the fact that some
other campuses fund their
birth control clinics through
RegFee. Therefore,I
feel that
the students involved with the
Health Center should be given
some recognition for helping
to obtain a free birth control
clinic, for without their efforts, the Reg Fee committee
would not have been made
aware of the need for the funding of such a service.
Sincerely,
Bruce Lavin, Chairman
Student Health Adivsory
Committee

(ft) PREMEDICAL STUDENTS
National MCAT REVIEW Course

|

.

The specializedapproach to MCAT preparation
Offered locally at Los Angeles, Irvine, Riverside,
Santa Barbara and San Diego.
Enroll now for Spring sessions.

NATIONAL MCAT REVIEW COURSE

P.O. Box362 « Chatsworth,CA 91311« [213] 980 5993
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UCI PROF POSES DANGER TO LAS VEGAS
by Lois Leenerts

Scientist's Eye" and he did indeed presentanew way of viewIn a time of inflation and re- ing gambling and the stock
cession, who wouldn't like to market.
net a few hundred dollars a day? The following is a condensed
reprint of an article which apThe problem is how to do so.
"Higher Math for Fun and Pro- peared in Life magazine. It is
fit," a lecture delivered last week written by Paul O'Neil and enby Edward O. Thorp suggested titled "The Professor Who
one possiblesolution while hav- Breaks the Banks."
ing fun at the sametime playHumans have been betting on
ing blackjack. Thorpe, a professor of mathematics here at
UCI and the author of the bestseller Beat the Dealer: A Winning Strategy for the Game of
Twenty-One, doesn't promise
you can make money at blackjack. Jjtill, many who have used

—

his system do.
His system is as simple as
assigning different cards the
value of one, zero, or negative
one and then adding these
values as the cards are played.
For a more detailed explanation of Prof. Thorp's system, see
his book Beat the Dealer.
Another area he has applied
mathematics to for profit is the
stock market. Stock market
prices fluctuate quite randomly rather like a particle
showing Brownian movement.
This behavior makes it possible to assess stock market
prices by using an equation
from physics which describes
the location of a randomly moving particle. Thorp outlines the
details of how one can utilize
this knowledge for profit in a
book he co-authored called
Beat the Market. Thorpoffers a
word of warningthough, while
the system works, the stock
market is changing as know-

ledge of its behavior diffuses.
Thorp's lecture was the last of a
series called "Through the

K-^NT^

games of chance since the
dawn of history, but Edward

Thorp must be considered the
greatest system player of all
time. A mathematician with a
genius for blackjack or twentyone, Thorp doesn't cheat, but
he cannot lose.
By inventing a precise and
valid method of circumventing
odds, he has done for gambling what Roger Bannister did
for the mile. He knows exactly
what fraction of advantage he

holds,

or what fraction the

house holds, before each hand
of blackjack is dealt. Heis able,

any

consistent player who
edges more than a few hundred dollars ahead.

predetermined "The peoplewho run the casimathematical formulas, to nos are tough and smart in so
achieve that condition of beati- many ways,"he says, "but they
tude about which gamblers belongin the Dark Ages. Somethe
have always dreamed. And times I can hardly believe
—
making it work against cold- waytheir minds work it'sfaneyedprofessional dealers inLas tastic. Theyexplainthe phenoVegas, Reno and Lake Tahoe mena of their worldthe way the gained an intuitive underancient astrologers did. They standing of the predictable,
really believe that the dice get mechanical aspects of the
world around him and, morerehot!"
No small part of Thorp's dif- cently, mathematicians have
ficulties with dealers and pit been able to explain areas of
bosses stems from his aca- random phenomena which
demician's insistence on let- might be described as pure
ting the world inon his discov- chaos. But in exploringblackeries. He has not only written jack Thorp delved into a straa
technical papers on the sub- tum of impure chaos
ject, but has published a book, phenomenon involving both
Beat the Dealer.
pattern andjack of pattern. Re>If Thorp had kept his" type- searchersare tryingtoapply his
writer shut, he would doubtless concepts to merchandising,
be able to milk the blackjack money management and othe'
tables with comparative ease, commercial activities, ano
even today, for the casino op- Thorp himself is attempting to
erators still do not seem to rea- evolve new methodsof prediclize the enormity of the revolu- ting stock fluctuations. He has
tion he has visited upon them. A high hopes of gaining financial
thousand years of underworld freedom, perhaps through the
tradition suggests that system stock market, early enough to
players are simply suckers with devote a great part of his life to
amethod for goingbroke.How- the pleasures of theoretical
photo by Jerry Woodward ever, they have been subjected scientific thought.
to such a broad and enthusiasIt is hard to believe,however,
has not only demanded lightby the new breed of that he will soon abandon the
tic
attack
ning reflexes but a degree of
gamblers that ruder combat of the casino,and
audacity, concentration and book-learned
they have made it increasing- he is quick to admit that he still
sheer, cold nerve one does not
ly difficult
for any blackjack findshimself thinking,as a mat— Thorpe,
come bysimplythroughachiev- player
of course, in- ter of course, of his "next trip" to
— to take away
ing a doctorate in mathmore than Las Vegas. "It isn't so much the
cluded
ematics.
at a time. money," he says. "It never has
dollars
few
hundred
a
Thorp was quick to discover
There
are
reasons.
Two
hun- been, although I like to cash
that the Nevadacasinos will let
dred of Thorp's apostles can chips. Thebigpartofwinningis
the well-heeled and irrational
the most complex
as- beingable to feel the way David
— and 200
plunger win large sums (since now use
of the system
pects
must have felt when he killed
the house is virtually certain to
a
cancer
on
winners
constitute
Goliath. Here is a casino, this
win them back), but will send in
very liver of the Nevada ancient giant with all its acthe
a "mechanic" to cheat almost gamblingempire.
cumulation of cunning and
All sorts of new horizons now shrewdness, being beaten by a
apparently are opening up be- lone, naive receptacle of 20th
—
fore Thorp, the young Century scientific knowledge
innovator,
by
college
professor."
almathematical
a
thanks
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What zany adventures will this leading Male" get you into next?
Come see its exciting fit...its wanderlust...
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Collective Bargaining
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continued from page 3
In 1971, students at the City
Colleges of Chicago
brought an injunction seeking to end a bitter five week
strike. According to one
student, we were fed up
with the strike. We are the
victims deeply affected by
it. We decided to do something college students don't
do — take both sides to
court."
At Ryder College in New
Jersey students utilized
political pressure on both
faculty and administration
toend a strike. InWashington, the threat of an injunction to be brought by students against the striking
faculty at Tacoma Community College resulted in
a speedier resolution of the
conflict.
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bargaining?
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For sale: Lovely teak study desk. Four
drawers. Excellent condition. $40 or best
offer. Call Shelley: 675-9336.

Lost: Physical Chemistry notebook, green
cover. Please call Steve at 673-8035.

Free! Lovable blue point Siamese cat,
spayed female, four years old. "Daisy" is
allergic to theDana Point area,so we have to
give her away or haveherput to sleep. Ifyou
wouldlike to give thisvery affectionatecat a
home, please call Marti at 833-7415.
Thanks.

Help young, talented woman regain her
health. Like to share apartment close to
college. Mon thru Fri. after one, call (213)

698-7137.

THE BRAND

Collective bargaining
models wnich neglect student participation are unacceptable. Student interests on subjects affecting their education will be
stymied if students are
kept out of the collective
bargaining processes. In a
studyby AlanR.Shark, former student body president at theState University
of New York and a leading
expert in student collective
bargaining rights, he found
that out of 148 contracts negotiated at bargaining
tables without student
input, only forty mentioned student rights. Of'
these forty, twenty-eight
mentioned students only
once. Is this the role you
want to have in collective

Classifiedspage 2
Continued from

u have a

though at the moment he can
only guess at the goals he may
eventually seek. It seems increasingly clear that his own accomplishmentsingames theory
may open the way to speculative thought in all sorts of areas
of human endeavor totally unrelated to gambling. In thelast
few hundred years man has

webs; oa
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he Devils Didn't Do It

by

Laurie Scholnick

Whatever John Whiting wished to say with
his play "The Devils" we, regrettably, will never find out. A reading however might bring
back some of the work's essential meaning,
since Ashley Carr, professor of drama at
UCI, certainly obliterated any which might
have been. This is not to say that Dr. Carr
lacked personal vision, but unfortunately the
outcome was distorted, disjointed and superficial.
"The Devils" is a play about people at odds
with themselves,people faced with a decision
between good and evil.
Craig Gardner's Father Grandier shows us
theman whocan go either way.Manand priest.
Grandier is torn between a desire to live ardently and a need to abuse himself for his conscience; he professes faith but is fundamentally skeptical, disturbed and confused.
To our satisfaction Gardner managed to personalize, develop, and understand his role as
Grandier, despite the unwritten law that the
actor is only there to serve the director's concept, which, in this case, would have been detrimental. His speeches contained the beauty
andmeaningwhich Whiting probably hopedfor
them.
Sally Branstetter's performance proved to
be interesting and consistent, both as the selfhating, obsessed Prioress who eventually condemns Grandier on the strength of false accusation, and as a weakened and embittered woman consumed by illusions of possession. A
little reminiscentof "The Exorcist,"Ms.Branstetter's struggles with Satan were controlled
and uninhibited if not a bit appalling.

There's No One
Living In My Heart
Today's poem presentation is the first in a
series of works by Robert E. Galle to appear.
Galle is a Junior DramaMajor whose primary focus is poetry and playwriting. In the Fall of this
year, his firstbook of poems, acollection from 73
and 74, will be publishedby a New York firm.The
poetry on these pages are part of a second book,
poems about love.
There's No One LivingIn My Heart
After you'd left
Istood behind
the hard closed door
of your departure
and stared at the paintings
for hours
Iwanted to go to the ocean
and hide in the smallest seashell
I wanted to roll away
wrapped in a wave
far from the pain

and the knowledge
that we would be living

apart
separate sheets of paper

Iwant to put you

on the mountain

because you belong there
I want to hold you in my heart
and make you feel alive
but this is today
and I've no one
to tell these things to
it's funny how I think of
making over my life

from so many left over scraps
and memories

Remember me
I'm the one who stood
on the street corners of your life
wavingred flags
and shouting
"Hey, look at me please"
I'm the clown
you couldn't stop caring about
the laughless lover
the late night listener
There are so many words
Iwant to win you back with
but you're gone
and now
there's no one living in my heart
my eyes are in the realms of sadness
Iclose them
and they cry

Music At UCI

Another worthy of note was Linda Marie
Zeutzius, as Phillipe, a pretty victim of
Grandier's lust. A difficult character, Ms.

Zeutzius managed to come across with some
depth, a qualitylacking in the production as a
whole.

For the most part, a typical scene lookeda lot
like people running about stage without much
to do, and not even doing that well.Lines were
thrown about like hot potatoes, entrances and
exits had the same jerky feeling, as though
people were beingchased on and off stage with
just enough time to say their lines and make a
hasty departure.

While Henry Woessner broughtsympathetic
dimension and sincerity to his role as D'Zrmagnac, the Governor of London, the remaining cast tormented their audience withmumbled lines and unmotivated actions. A case in
point was the Bishop of Portiers, playedby the
sadly miscast Scott Michael, a youthful actor
who rather than explorehis role,screamed and
yelled at theaudience until we wondered what
we had done to deserve this. Another embarrassment was the interpretation of the role of
Father Barre, played by Paul Barber. Was it
necessary for a presumably dedicated priest,
capable of exorcising the devil, to be made to
look like a perverse sadist, black wrist bands
and all?

"

Despite the failure of "The Devils, to thisreviewer, Carr's courage, in presenting a personal concept, merits a certain amount of respect. Who's to say when he'll finally harness
these visions and make them all come together, creating, in the future, a theatrical experience not only innovative but justified.

MAKE-BELIEVE
by Tim M. Sharon

Gleaming whiteface, eyes and mouth the
harlequin's wounds of grease paint. Marcel
Marceau moved onto the stage with elegance
and total authority.Disciplined concentration
radiated along his limbs as he brought life and
clarity to drama vithout the use of words.
Yes, Marceau i^back in Los Angeles, on his
tenth American tour,bringingmime totheShubert. Marceau is a pure pantomimist; probably the most famous student of the master
Etienne Decroux, who revived, built on and
passed along to Marceau the lapsed traditions
of the greatDeburau.Marceau's instrument is
not gesture language, but a language developedfrominflections and shadings that start deep
inside and carry through the entire body conveying the description of a happening. Every
movement is make-believe, but so well observedand so naturally made that a completepicture comes intomind.Marceau gives usmakebelieve accounts of ordinary everyday events
as well as fantasies; a sort of ultimate extension of the Guess What I'm Doinggame.
Marceau brought us some new treats and
familiar favorites, and with each a flexible
body, beautiful hands and great range of expression that stayed strictly within the conventions of hismedium. His impressions of life
and character moved from one extreme to the
purely funny, like "bip at a
other. Some were
Society Party" - silently conversing with invisible people,leaningonaninvisible mantle,the
eatingembarassments, and gailydrunkenending; others were bitterly satirical. Some were
unbelievably intense in feeling. For example,
"The Mask Maker," where Marceau 'dons' a
smiling mask and then finds it cannot be removed body and hands showingpanic and despair, while face smiles
' contentedly. There
was thechoreographic 'Bip asaMatador" and
the impressive "Youth,Maturity, Old Age and
Death" which relied entirely on facial expression alone and wherein Marceau clearlyemerged as a master of 'statue mime.'
Watching Marceau is like attendinga poetry
recital where the realistic and idealistic alternate, but where everythingis couched inshort
lyric form. If you want to delight in this lively
silence, hurry. Only about a week remains to
seeMarceau. Rush seats are $3.00 onpresentation of student I.D. card (subject to availability at show time) , and advance reservations for groups of 16 or more students can be
made atprices from $2.50 to$5.00, dependingon
time and seating location. For information
phone (213) 553-9000.
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A GREAT LE^
A great leap forward
The Spring Quarter of the current year
will witness two major developments in
the music department atUCI: a new professional CHAMBER SYMPHONY will
be making its debut in April and, simultaneously, leading members of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic will take over the
instruction of string instruments
The New Chamber Symphony
The Orange County press greeted with
unusual enthusiasm the formation of a
new professional orchestra which will
find its home on campus. No surprise: in
spite of the dramatic development of
Orange County, there is no such thing as
an independentprofessional orchestra in
this area. Various musical associations
sponsor regular performances of major
visiting ensembles. However, as important as it is to provide first rate musical experience for Orange County
audiences, nothing can really replace a
first rate local orchestra to provide cultural growth andenrichment to any community.

The School of Fine Arts of UCI an-

nouncing the formation of such an or-

chestra does not, however, have in its
mind to take over the role of a symphony
association. Its purpose is to provide
highest standards of instruction for its
music majors. Therefore, apart from a
selection of the very best professional
musicians recruited among members of
Orange County's own Musician's Association (Local no. 7) ,all music majors will
be performing with this new orchestra.
The conductor of the new Chamber
Symphony will be Alvaro Cassuto who
was appointed conductor of the UCI Orchestra last fall. Cassuto, a Portuguese
citizen but an American resident has a
worldwide reputation as one of the fine
young conductors around. As a matter of
fact, he regularly conducts such orchestras as the BBC or the Royal Philharmonic, and since hecame to UCIhe guest
conducted in Lisbon, Berlin, Prague,
and Jerusalem. Alvaro Cassuto who also holds a law

In Search
Of Hendrix
by Brian Grant

Jimi Hendrix left this earth
long before his time.If not the
greatest guitarist that ever
lived, he was certainly the
most innovative. In fact, Hendrix probably changed and influenced the music of the sixties and of today more than
anyone, possibly even more
than Dylan, whomhe idolized.
Jimi's death left a void in
Rock n' Roll. Although he influenced many guitarists, his
unequaledmasteryof theelectric guitar, plus his spacy
dreamlike lyrics and his expressive voice will never be
heard again.
But all is not lost, there are
new guitarists who realize
Jimi's brilliance and wish to
keep his style of music alive
forever. They are Robin Trower (of Procol Harum fame,
now solo) , and Frank Marino
of Mahogany Rush.
Both sound incredibly like
Jimi, but Trower (who is better known than Marino),prefers not to be ostentatious in
hissimilarity. HeweavesHendrix's magic together withhis
own to produce a finetribute to
Jimi, but at the same time
Trower establishes his own
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identity with his originality in
concept.

Robin's new album, "For
Earth Below," on the Chrysalis label, carries on his previous tradition,initiated inhis
first two albums, of presenting funky and powerfulguitar
dominated songs such as
"Gonna Be More Suspicious," "Confess Midnight,"
and "Shame The Devil." Trower interlaces these with slow
tempo atmospheric tracks
such as "Fine Day" and "For
EarthBejow." Itall addsupto
a tight, well balanced formula matched by Trower's
powerful guitar and bass
player James Dewar's sensual vocals.
Frank Marino is a different
breed of cat. His respect for
Hendrix isn't covered over
like Trower's, but is straight
up front. In fact Mahogany
Rush's new album (Maxoom)
on 20th Century, is dedicated
to Jimi. Marino dresses like
Jimi,plays like him, andsings
like him. It's not plagiarism,
but an awesome tribute to
Jimi. A song entitled "Buddy"
expresses Marino's feelings
for Jimi and the tremendous
loss he and countless others
felt when Jimi died. It sounds
as thoughhe is not singingit to
us, but insteadsinging to Jimi,
assuring him that someone
will keepon playinghismusic.
Indeed Frank Marino and
Mahogany Rush will be the
ones to do it.
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Music At UCI

A GREAT LEAP FORWARD
A great leap forward
The Spring Quarter of the current year
will witness two major developments in
the music department at UCI: a new professional CHAMBER SYMPHONY will
be making its debut in April and, simultaneously, leading members of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic will take over the
instruction of string instruments.
The New Chamber Symphony
The Orange County press greeted with
unusual enthusiasm the formation of a
new professional orchestra which will
find its home on campus. No surprise: in
spite of the dramatic development of
Orange County, there is no such thing as
an independent professional orchestra in
this area. Various musical associations
sponsor regular performances of major
visiting ensembles. However, as important as it is to provide first rate musical experience for Orange County
audiences, nothing can really replace a
first rate local orchestra to provide cultural growth and enrichment to any community.
The School of Fine Arts of UCI announcing the formation of such an orchestra does not, however, have in its
mind to take over the role of a symphony
association. Its purpose is to provide
highest standards of instruction for its
music majors. Therefore, apart from a
selection of the very best professional
musicians recruited among members of
Orange County's own Musician's Association (Local no. 7) all music majors will
be performing with this new orchestra.
The conductor of the new Chamber
Symphony will be Alvaro Cassuto who
was appointed conductor of the UCI Orchestra last fall. Cassuto, a Portuguese
citizen but an American resident has a
worldwide reputation as one of the fine
young conductors around. As a matter of
fact, he regularly conducts such orchestras as the BBC or the Royal Philharmonic,andsince hecame to UCIhe guest
conducted in Lisbon, Berlin, Prague,
and Jerusalem. Alvaro Cassuto who also holds a law

.

In Search
Of Hendrix
by Brian Grant

Jimi Hendrix left this earth
long before his time.If not the
greatest guitarist that ever
lived, he was certainly the
most innovative. In fact, Hendrix probably changed andinfluenced the music of the sixties and of today more than
anyone, possibly even more
than Dylan, whom he idolized.
Jimi's death left a void in
Rock n' Roll. Although he influenced many guitarists, his
unequaledmasteryof theelectric guitar, plus his spacy
dreamlike lyrics and his expressive voice will never be
heard again.
But all is not lost, there are
new guitarists who realize
Jimi's brilliance and wish to
keep his style of music alive
forever. They are Robin Trower (of Procol Harum fame,
now solo) , andFrank Marino
of Mahogany Rush.
Both sound incredibly like
Jimi, but Trower (who is better known than Marino),prefers not to be ostentatious in
his similarity. HeweavesHendrix's magic together withhis
own to producea fine tribute to
Jimi, but at the same time
Trower establishes his own

degree from Lisbon University- explains
the set up of the new Chamber Symphony
as follows:
"When Icame to UCI Irealized that
something was missing in order to provide the music majors with the kind of
professional experience which Imyself
got when I started to study music
seriously. Let's face it: the music majors
will become professionalmusicians, one
way or another. Therefore, they needexposure to professional performance of
music which,quite naturally, the UCIorchestra does not provide: and the only
way of giving them a clear picture of a
professional approach to music is to have
them play in a professional orchestra.It's
as simple as this!
"Of course, not only the music majors
will profit. Since the music majors will
perform both in the new Chamber Symphony asin theUCIOrchestra,eventually
their experience and development will
benefit the non majors who perform in the
UCI Orchestra."
The new Chamber Symphony will bean
ensemble of about 40 players and an important aspect is whether this particular
aim of professionalexposure and experience formusic majors is compatible with
the hopes of many music lovers of Orange
County that the Chamber Symphony
might become a major performing ensemble in this area. Cassuto says that
these aspects complement each other:
"As a matter of fact, the level of performance Ihope to achieve will have
highest level of professional standards.
We willbe giving 6 pairs of concerts next
hope that the
season but this is not all: I
Chamber Symphony will be able to tour
Orange County, perform in High Schools
and repeat our programs everywhere
where there are people to share our love
of art music. After all, even if we sell out
our twoperformancesofeach program at
the Fine Arts Village Theatre, only a total of less than 900 people will be able to
listen toeach particular program. Thisis
really minimal in an area inhabited by
over 1,5 million!

...

identity with his originality in

concept.

Robin's new album, "For
Earth Below," on the Chrysalis label, carries on his previous tradition,initiatedinhis
first two albums, of presenting funky and powerful guitar
dominated songs such as
"Gonna Be More Suspicious," "Confess Midnight,"
and "Shame The Devil." Trower interlaces these with slow
tempo atmospheric tracks
such as "Fine Day" and "For
Earth Be)ow."It alladdsupto
a tight, well balanced formula matched by Trower's
powerful guitar and bass
player James Dewar's sensual vocals.
Frank Marino is a different
breed of cat. His respect for
Hendrix isn't covered over
like Trower's, but is straight
up front. In fact Mahogany
Rush's new album (Maxoom)
on 20th Century, is dedicated
to Jimi. Marino dresses like
Jimi,plays like him, and sings
like him. It's not plagiarism,
but an awesome tribute to
Jimi.A songentitled "Buddy"
expresses Marino's feelings
for Jimi and the tremendous
loss he and countless others
felt when Jimi died.It sounds
as though he is not singingitto
us,butinstead singing toJimi,
assuring him that someone
willkeepon playinghis music.
Indeed Frank Marino and
Mahogany Rush will be the
ones to do it.

"By giving additional concerts for the
community, the Chamber Symphony
may become a most valuableinstrument
for UCI students to relate to the community. And Iam sure that the enthusiasm with which the Chamber Symphony was greeted in the Press isa proof
that Orange County is ready for the kind
of development UCI is providing."
New instructor in the music department
Another development in the music department is the appointment of Sidney
Harth, concertmaster and associate conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra, as coordinator of the string
program at UCI. Not only willMr. Harth
conduct a series of masterclasses in
violin and ensemble playing, but he also
selected a few of the finest stringplayers
of the L.A. Philharmonic to provide instruction for the music majors who play
string instruments. Again, let's hear Mr.
Cassuto:
"Until now,UCIhas appointed various
excellent string teachers to give instruction to music majors. HQwever, since
these teachers are not on campus, some
music majors have to drive long distances
to get instruction.
'
'This situation will now bechanged and
UCI stringplayers
willfind their teachers
on campus not elsewhere.
"UCI had to try to reach for the very
best teachers, naturally. And, with no
doubt, superb musicians are to be found
in the L.A.Philharmonic. They are drawn
from virtually all over the world to join
what is one of America's finest symphony orchestras.
"I think that this will be a tremendous
improvement. By associating the music
majors with great teachers of the L.A.
Philharmonic, UCI is opening them a
door to the highest level of musical performance and splendid professional contacts available in today's world.I
amsure
that when word spreads around, we will
have many excellent high school students who will come to UCI. Where else
can they find a musical giant like Sidney
Harth to study with?"

Marino possesses close to all
the technical skills that Hendrix had in his prime. H^s guitar-playing is fast andfurious,
but more importantly he always plays the right thing at
the right time— thus yielding
the maximum effect possible
on all of his songs. On thenew
album songs like "Back On
Home," "Magic Man," and
"Funky Woman" compare
favorably with the best Hendrix ever did. They combine
fast complex solos with alot of
funk, perfecttiming, and good
vocals. Other songs like

"Madness" and"The New Beginning" use beautiful spacy
solos to add yet another dimension to this album:
beauty.
The opening song on the second side, "AllInYour Mind,"
isina class byitself.Itnot only
equals the best Hendrix ever
did but extends it. In concert
the sheer power of this song
plus Marino's excellent visual
effects would probably be
enough to set the auditorium
ablaze. Frank Marino is indeed the right-handed Hendrix.

The new Floating Wall Gallery,located in Santa Ana, provides a space for real art

KUCI

GALLERY
Several new exhibits at the
local galleries are happening
for March. Bradley Smith
opens atTJB March 8, as does
58F Plaza in Orange with five
artists: Three Intimists from
San Francisco, Gwen Gugell,
Valerie Hardy, and Natasha
Nicholson; Don Hendricks,
drawings; andJoseph Janusz,
recent work.Most recent work
of John Cates Curtis is up at
the Floating Wall, 215 N.
Broadway, Santa Ana.
"Movie Palace Modern," Art
Deco and Spanish Renaissance Revival Styles employed inmovie theatres of the 20's
and 30's, presented as watercolors, photographs, and artifacts is a show at the Bowers
Museum, 2002 N.Main, Santa
Ana. Hours for the above
places are as follows: TJB,
Wed.-Sat., noon-5; 58F Plaza,
Tues.-Sat., 1-5; Floating Wall,
Wed. & Thurs., 5:30-9:30,
weekends 1-5; Bowers, Tues.Sat., 9-5:30, Sun.
1-5, Wed. &
'
Thurs.,7-10.
Locally, landscape graphics
can be found in the main gallery at UCI and Tom Stanton
has a show inthe graduategallery that closes Sunday.
Hours: daily exceptSaturday
and Monday from noon to 5.

Seven Days In April
SEVEN cardinal sins,
SEVENTY-SEVEN Sunset Strip,
SEVEN year itch and now
there's SEVEN DAYS IN APRIL.
The radio station'powered by
the world's largest watch

From their first album to their
works as individuals, from the
Beatles as classical music to
their work as performed by
others. Allangleswill be cover-

ed.
spring, KUCI, presents SEVEN
THURSDAY
days of special programming.
Power Of The Spoken Word
Coming, to a radio near you on
Dramatic readingstotalk show
Sunday, April 20th through the to illustrate the impact of that
ensuing week, 15 dailyhours of which is spoken.
radio devoted to a single theme.

FRIDAY
SUNDAY
Buckdancer's
Choice
Into
Forward
The Past
day of song inA
continuous
A tubes to transistors history
the world's longest
of radiofeaturing programsand cluding
drum solo.
music that made radio.
SATURDAY
MONDAY
People's Parking Lot
The Blow Out
Listen or participate as KUCI
A day byand for the Irvine stupresents
(and broadcasts) a
particular
probdent and his
radio-party.

lems.

Lucky SEVEN,

Mickey Mantle number SEVEN
TUESDAY
Ages
Man
and KUCI's SEVEN DAYS IN
Seven
Of
A dramatization of the lifetime APRIL, from 10,000,000 microwatt at 89.9 on your very own
of a human set to music.
FM dial KUCI in the city of IrWEDNESDAY
vine (of course).
Beatles Day

FINE ARTS CALENDAR
—

FRIDAY,MARCH 7
CONCERT UCISymphonyOrchestra,Alvaro Cassuto,conductor. Symphony In D Minor,Cesar Franck; Leonore Overture
No. 3, Beethoven;and Symphony of Psalms, Stravinsky (with the
UCI Chorus, conducted by Maurice Allard). Village Theatre, 8
p.m., Adm. $2, students $1.

—

DRAMA WORKSHOP
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown," Richard Bobb, director. Little Theatre, 8 p.m., 75C.
FILM East of Eden, starring James Dean,SLH, 7 & 9:30, Adm.

—

$1.25, students, 75$.
SATURDAY, MARCH 8

—

Symphony No. 100, "Military" at noon, on KUCI,
HAYDN
89.9 fm.
CONCERT
See Friday.
DRAMA WORKSHOP
See Friday.
FILM W. C.Fields in It'sa Gift and An Old Fashioned Way,
both excellent not-so-often-shown films, same info as Friday.
SUNDAY, MARCH 9
MOZARTS REQUIEM Scherchen and the Vienna Academy
Chorus and State Opera Orchestra, noon, on KUCI 89.9 fm.
SHOSTAKOVICH Sonata for Celloand Piano,op. 40; Franz
Berwald's Symphony in G Minor, "Serieuse" from 3 to 6 p.m.,
KUCI 89.9 fm.
VOICE CONCERT Debbie Struble, soprano; accompanied
by Michael Sanders, pianist,Concert Hall, 8 p.m., free.
MONDAY, MARCH 10
FILM Seventh Seal, Ingmar Bergman,PS 101 , 7 & 9:30, free.
THURSDAY, MARCH 13
CONCERT
Piano students of Arnold Juda, Concert Hall,
noon, free.

—

—

—

—
—

—

The UCI Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Alvaro Cassuto, performs in the
Village Theatre this weekend.

—

—
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LATE ROTC
continued from page 1
As we went to press on
Thursday, ROTC was under
attack from several directions.
It was learned that the Chancellor's Committee on the
Status of Women willbe meeting Tuesday, March 11 at 3
p.m. in room 109 of the Administration building. One of
the items of business to be
considered will be the drafting of a letter to the ChanceUor recommending that the
ROTC program not be implementedbecause of the sex discrimination in the program.
The meeting will be open to
the public; contact Lorenza
Schmidt, 833-6457, for details.
The Students for Creative
Non-violent Action also announced that a meeting would
be held on Tuesday,March 11
at 2 p.m. at third floor Gateway Commons. The purpose
of the meeting is to discuss
and organize non-violent resistance to the introduction of
a ROTC program at UC Irvine.

OLDER STUDENTS FIGHT
ALIENATION AT UCI

IWY EVENTS
by

Lavon Gieselman

General
International Women's Year was declared by the equality

Assembly of the UN 1975, UN goals are: "to promote
between men and women; to ensure the full integrationof women in the total developmenteffort; and to recognize the importance of women's increasing contribution to the development of friendly relations and cooperation among nations and
the strengthening of world peace."
However, women's groups around the world are defining
their own-goals forIWY accordingto their ownsituation, background,attdneeds.Hopefully, a vigorous exchangeamong the
groups willresultin heightenedconsciousness, dearer vision.
and more focused political action for all.
On Saturday, International Women's Day, Orange County
NOW has developeda "CelebrationofFemale Sexuality" to be
heldin Anaheim,1120 W.Santa Ana,Anaheim. Work>_hopslor
thiscelebration will cover assertion training, self help, rape.
masturbation, lesbianism, women's erotic art, religion and
radical therapy. Admission for this event is $5.00.
The International Women's Day Coalition is also sponsoring an event for Saturday. This group concentrates on "an
awareness of thehistory of womenin thelabormovement,and
the current struggle to end forced sterilization which is es
sential fdr.all of us who seek to build a new.society."
For an increased awareness, the coalition will engage in
songs, a guerrilla theater, women in China-slide show, play
Forced Sterilization" as well as speakers who have been in
volved inlabor struggles, third world speakers, and a history
of international women's day. Admission is FREE at JeffersonJr. High auditorium at 7th andEuclid (4 blocks east of Redondo) at 7:30 p.m.
Another celebration on International Women's Day will be
for the contribution of American women to the whole international working classmovement. This eventis gearedfor working women, housewives, women students and professional women who have common struggles in poorly paid jobs, child
care, unemployment, rising prices and forced sterilization.
official revealed.
Veterans interested in work
Thiscelebration willinclude songs, dancesskits and speechstudy grants were urged to es about the role of women in the working class struggle. Itis
apply to VA regional offices FREE at the Cudahy Civic Center, 5220 Santa Ana, Cudahy
which maintain their records. California from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.

Are you a returning student who has
' had an interruption
'' in
your education,a studentover 25, or a 'mature student? I
am
one of you. I
am currently working on a field study in Social
Ecology dealing with the problem of thereturning student who
has been out of school for awhile.
Many students have difficulty in adjusting to this campus,
but I
feel that there areadditional problems for thoseof us who
have been away from school for a while. We must face "reentry traumas"
the fears of competing with those who are
younger and whose education is fresher, the adjustments in
lifestyle, just learning one's way around this place!
During my wanderingsaround this campus,I
have talked to
a lot of people.I
have met students who feel frustrated and
staff people who really want to reach out and help.
It'snot easy to findall the caring peopleon this campus who
seem to be hidden away in a labyrinth of offices, but they are
there. Iurge you to seek out these peopleand learn about the
many special services that are available to you. It is really
worth the extra time it takes. For me, it has helped to make
this institution a little more human.
Here's a list of some of the peopleand places you can go:
Mike, Veteran's Conspiracy
Joyce Parrish, Commuter Students
Ernie Ransom, Antrap
Counseling Center
Learning Skills Center
Asst. Deans Dean of Students Office
and many more that space doesn't allow.

...

...

To Veterans In Need Of $
Veterans in need of financial
aid to continue GI Bill education are eligible for increased
benefits under the Veterans
Administration's work study
grant program, VA reminded
veterans today.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Richard L. Roudebush noted that a December 3
law (PL 93-508) increased the
amount veterans can earn in
the program toa maximum of
$625 per semester for full time
students who agree to work 250
hours for the agency.
Prior to December, VA could
provide a maximum of only
$250 a fiscal year to a limited

number of selected veterans
for 100 hours of service.
From April 1973 when the
original program started
through last December, 27,157
veterans received nearly $6.6
million in grants for 2.6 million hours of work, the VA

THE REASONTOSPEND $429
ONTHISSTEREOSYSTEMIS THAT
YOU WILL BEDELIGHTED WITHIT AFTERWARD.
We put it together...and we call it our
"SoundPersuader" system. You've got
to hear it.even if you're only marginally
interested in a sound system investment...
this one will convince you.

Now thru March 11

UNANIMOUS!

For S429. the "'Sound Persuader" supplies
a level of performance that cost far closer
to twice that ,nuch just a few years ago.

"MAGNIFICENT."

—Leonard Harris, CBS-TV

"FASCINATING."

I RAVINA

[SNOW FIRE
SUNDOG
UNCLE
CRUSTY

Special Show

The Advent Loudspeakerscontribute
much of the system's performance and are
the product of a good fifteen years of
experiencein design. The Advents are
intended to compete in every audible
respect, including response to the limits
nt the frequency range, with the most
expensiveandelaboratespeakers available.

—Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

m££MM4MmLJk££LM

— Kathleen Carroll,

N.y. News

"DO ANYTHING TO
SEE IT!"

..

—Vogue Magazine

"MEMORABLE
passionate and

.

The BSR 3510 AX Automatic Tunitableand ADC magnetic cartridge with
diamond stylus retrieve all the sound
that record grooves contain, and help keep
those grooves in their original condition
for a long time to come.
The SherwoodS7110 Receiver not only
powers the Advents to any sound level admissible in most living rooms, but does so
with exactly the kind of clarity and transparancy that the best electronicgear is
supposed to exhibit,

VtSMHMRH!9PIMH
HBSj

stirring."

—A. H. Weiler, N.Y. Times

"WONDERFUL"

—Bernard Drew,
GannettNewspapers

"MEMORABLE
GREAT!"

...

—Kevin Sanders,

Weds. March 12
only
The Wheeze Show
in the original 1
version of
JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR

ABC-TV
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EVERY THURS&SUN
LADIES

Dance Contest
$ioa°" CASH
And Th<Real Don Steele *.
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Winners Compii, InTh* hiuh
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plus

9039 Sunset Strip
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Gene Wilder &
Margot Kidder in
QUAKSTER FORTUNE
RATED R

Come hear what it'sall about...it's worth the
the trip just to auditionthis remarkably
economical sound system, but bring along
the coupon and we'llmake it doubly worth
your while.
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vides, through structured outof-doors activities, the circumstances whereby an individual may gain a better understanding of his/her ownresources, both physical and
personal.
The two students selected as
recipients must agree to live
in the Mesa Court Outdoors
Hall (Playa/Nubes) for the
academic year 1975-76 and assume a major leadership role
in this special interest hall. In
addition, assistance with
UCI's Cooperative Outdoor
Program is required.
Applications are available in
Campus Organization Services and the Mesa Court Programs Office. Applications
are due March 21, 1975.

LIBRARY HOURS
The schedule for the General, Biological Sciences, and
Physical Sciences Libraries follows:
Friday, March 14, approaching Finals: 8 a.m. - midnight.
Saturday,March 15, approaching Finals. 1 p.m. midnight
Sunday, March 16, approaching Finals: 2 p.m. midnight
Monday-Thursday.
March 17-20, Final Examinations: 8
a.m. midnight
Friday, March 21, last dayof Final Examinations: 8 a.m. -5
p.m.
Saturday-Monday, March 22-24, Spring Holiday: Closed
Tuesday-Friday,March 25-28, Academic Holiday: 8 a.m. 5
p.m.
Saturday, March 29: 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday, March 30, Easter Sunday: CLOSED
Monday,March 31,Instruction beginsand the RegularSchedule is resumed: 8 a.m. midnight
The Center for PathobiologyLibrary will be dosed Monday.
March 24. and open Tuesday-Friday. March 25-28. from 8
a.m. to noon.
The Medical Sciences Library will observe the tollowing exceptions to the regular hours during March:
Saturday, March 15: 9 a.m. 10 p.m.
Friday,March 21: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday, March 23: CLOSED
Monday,March 24: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

-

-
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UCI SCIENTISTS DISCOVER
SECRETS OF FUNGAL TOXINS

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
The Offices of Housing and
Campus Organization Services are pleased to announce
the availability of two full
scholarships for two undergraduate students to attend
the Colorado Outward Bound
School this summer.
Now in its third year of existence, this opportunityis funded jointly by Housing monies
and Colorado Outward Bound
and is valued at $550. The
scholarships cover the full
cost of the 23-day standard
course. The students selected, however, must assume
transportation costs to and
from Denver.Colorado.
The Colorado Outward
Hound Standard Course pro-
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Deadly fungal toxins foundin
spoiled grains and fruitscause
extensive livestock and agricultural losses world-wide and
an unknown toll inhuman illness and death.
Scientists at the University of
California, Irvine, have discoveredhow these fungus-produced substances— among the
most virulent poisons known
are able to disrupt the lifemaintaining chemical processes within living cells.
"Now that we know how
these things act, we can intelligently begin to design antidotes," said Dr. Calvin S.
McLaughlin, UCI professor of
biochemistry. "At present
there is no help for victims of
these toxins."
He and Dr. Cha-Mer Wei, a
former UCI graduate student
now at the National Institute
of Health,studieda fungal toxin called trichodermin which
inhibits protein production in
cells and thus prevents the
body from manufacturing
structural tissue for its own
maintenance and repair.
Trichodermin is one of several similar toxic substances
released by fungi that contaminate cereal grains, pasture grasses or other forms of
human and animal food.
Drs. McLaughlin and Wei
pinpointed not only the specific location at which trichodermin takes effect in the cell
but the exact spot of disruption in the complex chemical
sequence of cellular protein
production.
The cell expends energy to
weldamino acids together into
larger protein molecules
which serve as the building
blocks of all living tissue.

—

This camp-out
started
39 years ago.
Way back in 1935, local BoyScouts started using our Camp Myford
for all sorts of activities. Since then another camp has been built
nearby for Girl Scouts. Scouting has strong roots here. In 1953
the International Boy Scout Jamboree was held where Newport
Center is now located.OrangeCounty Scouts also have a
campsite in the San Bernardino Mountains. We're proud to have
had a part in providing some of these facilities.

The scientists discovered
that trichodermin does not
stop the cell from assembling
amino acid chains but prevents the specific chain termination step that results in a
finished protein.
The symptoms of poisoning
from eating contaminated
grains depend on the amount
of the substance ingested and
can range from temporary
weakness and fatigue to
death.
"The general effects can include weakening of the blood

The human toll may be high,

however, in other parts of the

world where people depend on
grains as their primary food
source and storage' facilities
are inadequate to protect
against spoilage.
"The fungal toxin is very
heat-stable and insoluable in.
water," Dr.McLaughlin said.
"It won't wash off and it can
even survive deep-fat frying.
Once grain gets contaminated, the only thing to do at
present is throw it out."

"Now that we know how these things act, we
can intelligently begin to design antidotes."
vessels, internal andexternal
hemorrhaging, extensive skin
lesions and internal organ
damage," Dr. McLaughlin
said. "The body simply begins to fall apart."
The ravages of the affliction,
which goes by various names
such as "mold corn toxicosis"
and "red mold disease of
rice," are similar to the
effects of diptheria toxin and
nightshade mushroom poisoning. These are caused by cytotoxins whose effects on humans and animals now areunderstood.
Grain toxin poisoning is relatively uncommon among
people in the United State but
is' a major cause of livestock
loss.

The disease is not always
recognizedbecause theeffects
may be mixed with those of
other maladies like malnutrition, he said.
In the past, grain toxin
poisoning sometimes hasbeen
mistaken for an infectious disease because it can spread
with epidemic speed over a
broad geographical area.
"We are trying to design an
antidote that will relieve the
protein synthesis inhibition
caused by the toxin and that
canbe keptonhandlike snakebite anti-venom,'" Dr. McLaughlin said.
The UCI researcn is supported by a grant from the National Institute of Health.

Course Evaluations Booklet
other students willbe lured to
work day to day evaluations.
ASUCI is recruiting now.
Editors will receive $170.00
per month and others will be
paid $3.15 per hour 25 hours a
week during the summer. The
booklet willbe printedand distributed through ASUCI.
The Coordinating Committee decided to allocate $9,000
for the first year's operation.
"We don't want just 'pilot'
(temporary) funding for this
project," said Ryan. "We
want to become self-supporting, with partial support from
different groups. We do know
that the total yearly costs
would only be $18,000."
"We are going to start the
booklet out small," explained
Marge, "and then grow as we
grow. It will be a forum for
both academic and educaputer programming. Many tional issues."
All of those who are interested in working with the course
Evaluation Project contact
Marge Ryan at 833-5547.
continued from page 1
questions. There would be a
separate cardfor writtencomments, which is distributed to
students in their classes."The
important thing about this,"
said Marge, "is that this
evaluation would only be conducted with professor approval. We are not going
against anybody's will."
These statistical results and
summary comments will be
sent back to the professor,
where "he will have a chance
to answer back to these comments - explain why theclass
was good or bad." The booklet will be organized by 3 major staff personnel, under the
supervision of ASUCI. There
will be an editor in chief, in
charge of administration, and
2 assistant editors in charge
of layout design and com-

-

" SUMMER JOBS FOR 75*;

" No experiencenecessary. Apply "
"
"
&FederalParks,
jobs at

for

State

; Guest Ranches, Tourist Resorts, ;
;Receive over 200 California ."'

.' names and addresses. Send
: $3.00 to JOB, P. O. Box 708,
" Monterey, Ca. 93940

Bright and competent counselors needed for summer
Study Tour to Austria and
Germany.
Call (213) 597-0356

AUTO INSURANCE
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Special College
Student Rates

Plus Low Rates
for Faculty
Call SO-PAC
Insurance Agency
835-9221
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IRVINE HOSTS
CAGE PLAYOFFS
college basketball and a bring a 10-game winning
chance for them to really streak to the regionals. The
come out to support the Ant- Aggies of coach Bob Hamileaters.Our team will be play- ton set a school record with
just their 10-game streak and are
ing their hearts out, and I
hope our students and the beingpacedby their 6'8'" cencommunity will give us great ter Don Dowling. Dowling who
missed the first seven games
support."
UCI is being lead by seniors of the season after knee surJerry Maras andDave Baker, gery, finally got clearance
both All-Americans. Maras is from the doctors to go full
averaging 16.5 points per speed and the Aggies haven't
game and 9.5 rebounds. Baker lost since. Top Aggie scorer is
is hitting at a 15.6 point clip 6'4" Mark Oslo at 16.8 followed by Marina High gradMark
and 7.5 rebounds.
For the Anteaters this marks Ford at 14.4 ppg.
the fourth post season tourna- With UC Davis in the
ment appearance (1968, 69, 72, regionals, area fans will be
75) Overall they are 2-4 in treated to the nationally
NCAA play with their best known Aggie Band. This 30finish a second place in the unit musical group has con1968 regionals, beating San stantly delighted fans with
Diego State 78-69 in the open- their unique marching formaing round and losing to Ne- tions, crazy cheers, original
vada, Las Vegas 79-74 for the songs andmusical ability. The
bandalone isalmost worth the
regional crown.
Irvine has played Puget price of admission.
Sound once this year, beating The Aggies haven't been in
the Loggers 83-67 in Crawford the NCAA playoffs since 1969.
Hall on January 6th. In meet- In their three tournament
ings between UPS and Irvine appearances they are 1-5.
the Anteaters hold a 4-2 edge. The surprise team of the
UC Riverside has beaten the playoffs has to be Puget
Anteaters twice this season Sound. After a 5-7 start, the
taking an 80-78 verdict in the Loggers have inserted three
finals of the All-Cal and win- All State freshmen into the
ning 71-60 at UCR on Feb- lineup and have won 12 of 14
ruary 15th. In what has de- games since. With a 17-9 reveloped into a fierce rivalry, cord and the playoffs' only 7Riverside holds a 10-13 ser- footer in Curt Peterson, UPS
ies record over Irvine.
can notbe taken lightly. PeterIrvineand Davis haven'tmet son is averaging 17.7 ppg and
since 1972 when UCI won63-60 10 rebounds to lead the team.
in the openinggame of the All This is the Loggers' fourth
Cal. Overall UCI holds a 5-2 playoff appearance (1970, 71,
73, 75) and they have a 3-4
series edge.
UC Riverside will be making playoff record.
their fourth straight play-off Commenting on his team's
appearance and fifth out of the opening round opponent.
last six years. They finished 6- Puget Sound, UCI coach Tim
2 in the CCAA and 17-8 over- Tift feels the Anteaters arein
an underdog role. "We're
all.
In their only meeting with happy that we are in the
Davis this year they toppped regionals, but it appears we
the Aggies 62-58 in the All Cal. willbe the underdog due tothe
In the series between the two seeding (UCR was seeded
schools UCR leads 8-7. River- number one,Puget Sound two,
outstanding
UCI's
men's tennis sidehas won five straight and UCI third, and UC Davis
team swept through four oppo- 10 of their last 13 games. 6'5" fourth) We hope to play to the
nents last week-end en route to
guard Reggie Mims leads the best of our ability. We are extheir second straight All-Cal UCR attack with a 13.7 aver- tremely happy with the seaTennis title.
age followed by 5'10" Larry son we're having; we have
Pacedby Bob Wright, Scott Car- Reynolds
at 13.2 ppg. 6'7" achieved a great deal.Now we
naman, Dave Eastman, Dave
Thornbough, Tony Stockman, and Dwight Tyler is the leadingre- havea great opportunityto represent the West Coast in the
Jeff Williams, the Anteaters won bounder at 6.5.
33 out of 36 matches. They took
UC Davis, the Far West Con- National Championships. The
victories over UC Riverside, UC ference champion with a 9-1 Anteaters will give all they've
Davis.UCSan Diego, andbeat Cal mark and 15-11 overall will got."

The UCIbasketball team has
been selected to play in and
host theNCAA West Coast Regional Playoffs on Friday and
Saturday, March 7th and 8th.
This marks the first post season tournament appearance
for the Anteaters in three
years and also marks the first
time an NCAA basketball
playoff tournament has been
held in Orange County.
Other teams selected for the
tournament are the University of Puget Sound: UC Riverside, the winnerof the California Collegiate Athletic Conference; and the Far West
Conference Champion, UC
Davis.
Witha 17-9overall recordand
a 13-2 recordin Crawford Hall,
the Anteaters could be considered the tournament
favorite. UCI will play the 9
p.m. game on Friday against
Puget Sound, with UC Riverside and UC Davis matched in
the 7 p.m. opening game.
The NCAA, which sets the
tournament procedures, has
designated $2.50 as the nightly
ticket prices for the tournament, and $4 for a two-day
tournament ticket.All seats in
Crawford Hall will be general
admission. There willbe noreserve seating. Tickets are on
sale at Crawford Hall and the
ASUCI ticket office.
Commenting on the Anteater selection and hosting
role, UCI coach Tim Tift was
extremely happy. "This is a
great opportunity for our students to see some outstanding
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8-1 for the tournament championship.
With an eight game win streakon
the line, coach MyronMcNamera
will take UCI to the Pacific Coast
doubles championships this week
end in Los Angeles.
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Pole Vault Record
Set By Sabatino
best by 18 feet, who won the
javelin with a 241-4. Irvine's
Steve Csosz broke the 200foot barrier for the first time
as he took second at 200-11.
Oxy's Gene Taylor, an exhurdler star at Marina High,
urday morning.
won the 440 intermediates
Sabatino, whose previous with a 51.7 clocking.
best was 15-0, set a new
(Oxy 191) al Irvine (63)
IEdwards (O) 10.0.2 Koyston |8> 10 0
school record in the pole vault 3100Williams
111 10.3
when he sailed over the bar at 220: IEdwards
(OI2I 9w 2 .Roy-stun22 2 3
16-0'/2 to win that event. For- Grout 111 22 6
440 1 Young (Oi 48.3. 2 (irout III49 0.3.Omer record-holder Robert dell
lOl 49 4
Goto was third at 14-6, but 880 i.Scott nil 53 9.2.Cleary <O> 1:54.7.3
Shirley
1:55 6
cleared 15-6 unofficially later. Mile 111
IScott III4:12 7. 2 Kennedy |O|
impressive
Scott was an
4:13.5. 3 Ahlmeyer III4:185
double winner as he clocked a 2 Mile Inon-st-oringr IHimI ill 9:29 8 2
III9:33.8.2 Madison 111 9:36 2
lifetime best 4: 12.7 to win the Villareal
3 Mile 1 Jamison Ol 14 03 0.2 KoninRh
mile easily and then came 111 14 300. 3 Tillman III14 32 8
120 HH. 1 David (0) 15 2. 2 Knighlen lOl
back to overpowerOxy's Mal- 15:3.
3 Shropshire (1) NT (Adsit. AIA. ran
colm Cleary in the 880 with 14 4 unattachedi
1 Taylor lOl 517.2 (headleIII53 4
a 1:53.9 effort. James Shir- 440IH
S. Sleinhower (Ol 54 0 (Adsit. AIA. run 52 4
ley, was third in 1:55.6.
unattachedi
Irvine, which had hoped to
Steeplechase: I.Siller (0) 9: 10.0,2 Patter(Ol 9:284 3 Staunton 111 9:31.8.
challenge Oxy in the team ion
440 relay I Occidental 42.5 2 Irvine 43 3
scoring, lost the meet in the Mile relay: IOccidental 3 16 7. 2 Irvine
17.4
high hurdles when ace Bill 3:High
jump: 1
III6-4.2 Phillips III
Cheadle was disqualified af- 6-2. 3 Odell lOlDonahue
6-2
Pule
vault:
l
Sabatinoin 16-H .- [schoolrecter a false start. A new NCAA ord).
2. Henderson lOl 15-0 3 Goto III14-6
rule eliminates the offender I.ongjiimp:
1. Williams iOi 22-2. 2 Knight
on (O) 21 9. 3. Mitchell 111 21-8 <
when a false start occurs.
Shot IKlein 111 51 5 2 Scott lOl 48-3' i.3
One of the best marks of the Towenly
(Ol 38-6':
meet was turned in by OcciDiscuss 1 Scott i()i I5I-8 : 2 McGuire lOl
3 Klein Hi 136-2
dental's Fred Carpenter, who I43-O
Javelin: 1. Carpenter iOi 241-4,2 Csoiz ill
improved his own previous 21)0-11 .1 Phillips
ill 191-11.
UC Irvine's rapidly-improving young track team, led by
sophomore pole vaulter Mike
Sabatino and freshman middle distance runner Steve
Scott, gave Occidental fits before succumbing, 91-63, Sat-

1

1

1

1 ;-.

You Can Be A Regent!
Applications are now being taken at your
Associated Students Office for the position of
Student Regent. The person chosen will be
the first student to become a member of the
Board of Regents.
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California Hypnological
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Complete Self-Mastery

|

Rid yourself of undesireable
fears and habits
Perfect your memory and
recall
Sleep and relax withoutdrugs

i

Institute

1

I
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f
REG. RATE
|
9 MemberSTUDENTS
California Hypnotists Assn.
9

Learn Self-Hypnosis
V>

|

f
T Qualifiedprofessionals of CHI invite you *

|to a freeintroductory sessionany Friday I
k
" night

at 8 p.m. or call for a free
evaluation appointment: 636-8222

9I

11580 Trask Ave, Garden Grove
Between Harbor & Newhope
Upper Level

t

f

9
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All currently enrolled students, who will attend a UC
campus next year, areencouraged toapply. Timecommitment and expertise in statewide University issues
affecting students will bea major criteria. Theseissues
include, but are not limited to financial aid, instructional improvement, student services, affirmative
action and legislation and/or campus regulations concerning student rights.
Application deadline is April 13th. Applicants will be
screened by two regional nominating commissions,
composed of an undergraduate and graduate student
chosen by each senate or legislative council. Students
interested in serving on these commissions should also pick up applications at the Associated Students
office. The deadline for commission applications is
March 28.
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Irvine's NCAA
Hoop Fantasy
by EUie Slobodkin

The first round of the NCAA'sDivision IIwest regionalbasketball playoffs wound up yesterday morning. ..at 5:45 a.m.
After a series of
— bizarre events unprecedented—in college
basketball annals and perhaps American sports UCIofficials must wonder what will happen tonight when the tournament's concluding round will be played.
Here's how it went atUCI last night:
—Tourney officials forgot to notify custodians of the tournament, so the gym doors were locked. Roy Englebrecht, the
school's sports information director,burned the doors off their
hinges with an acetylene torch.
—When the first game began, at 8: 45 p.m., UCI's exploding
Scoreboard went into action,terrifying spectators and players
with a series of thunderous explosions.
Flames shot out of the Scoreboard, blackening the walls and
ceiling and filling the entire gym with a suffocating ash. Irvine Fire Department units quelled the inferno in 20 minutes
while Englebrecht mopped up the gym floor.
—Shortly after the game resumed, at 11: 10 p.m., a commotion was heard outside the gym, where a band of masked gunmen was staging a holdup at the Zot Shop, a mobile refreshment stand.
The stand's operator, Manuel Lopez, told police the bandits
had made off intothe night with $11.40of his moneyand80of his
doughnuts.
Police lined up all 1,922 spectators in the gym and frisked
them, after beingtipped that the robbers had entered the gym
after the heist. Sure enough, the last person frisked was
holding a satchel with 67 doughnuts. The suspect, Steven W.
Parker, a former UCI player, was booked at Costa Mesa jail
with crumbs on his face.
—When the UCI-UC Riverside game was resumed at 2:33
a.m., two minutes, 32 seconds of interrupted basketball took
place before an 82-pound meteor came crashing through the
roof and landed at the press table directly in front of sportswriter Chuck Abair of the Santa Ana Register.
Abair's sportscoat was ignited by the red-hot interstellar
visitor. Turned into a human torch, Abair bounded onto the
court, where his pitifol screams and flailings were witnessed
by all. A UCI assistant coach, John Hubar. fainted.
The quick-reacting Englebrecht doused Abair witha seltzer
bottle at mid-court and the reporter was left with only singed
sideburns and a charred sportscoat.
Commented Irvine head coach Tim Tift: "We are fortunate
the meteor didn't land on the playing floor, or we wouldhave
had to halt the game."
At this point, UC Riversidecoach Fred Goss demanded the
tournament be switched to his school's gym, declaring: "The
next thing you know, they'll tell us their gym won't be available tomorrow night."
the Lei na
At that point, a touring Laotian
—
— Dance Troupe,
Ming GoingSingers, appeared 400 strong for what they
said was a 4 a.m. rehearsal for their 8 p.m. performance at
Crawford Hall the followingevening.
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Intracampus Cage Classic
KUCI vs. KUCR

extoo! ) do their thingin some
these antics and to watch citing
up to
show
coed
action
Laing,
Anne
LeeAnn "Layup"
"In- Crawford Hall, Monday at 8
Hey sports fans, are you get- "Legs" Lenoir, and Beth only
p.m. Admission is only one
ting tired of rubbing your eyes diana" Dillon (She's not
to Boardwalk for stuand yawning at basketball Matt's sister but she's also deed
a get out of jail free
games recently? Well, for a KUCI's out of state ringer. dents and
card
for
non-students.
little added excitement and Reth's farm out and right arm
spice in your life whydon'tyou
meander over to Crawford
Hall this Monday at 8 p.m.
when the KUCIntelligencia
hosts the KUCRetardos in the
Cage Classic of the Century.
Last week, KUCI's own Flying Sheep and Ballhandlers
traveled to UC Riverside to
challenge KUCR to a ten-watt
FACILITY SCHEDULE
transmitter grudge match.
— Gymnasium
The Ballhandlers came Monday and Wednesday Noon to 1 p.m.
Noon to 2 p.m.
Tuesday,Thursday, and Friday
through in the clutch coed
— Closed
Saturday
evening
and
Friday
The
edge
KUCR 35-6.
action to
men's game however left the
Pool
Flying Sheep's winless reFri., — Noon to 2 p.m.
Wed.,
Thu.,
Mon.,
—
cord intact as they lost 35-31;
to 1 p.m.
Tu. Noon
— 1 p.m.
Captain John Timpane went
to 4 p.m.
Sunday
Weight Room
into convulsions on the court,
— Noon
along
Kaplan
Monday
Thursday
ran
thru
to 3 p.m.
Mat
Coach
the sidelines like a chicken Friday Noon to 4 p.m.
with its head cut off, Co-cap- Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Handball Courts
—
tain "Wilt" Shergalis regurto 2 p.m.. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Mon. Noon
—
gitated on the KUCR center's Tu.,
Thu.
to 1 p.m.. 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
— NoonNoon
right foot. Engineer Dave sat
to 2 p.m., 3 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wed.
in the corner eating birthday Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
cake and playing with hisnew Sat. and Sun. — 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
AMradio and choo-choo train,
— Tennis Courts
and Steve "Get Down" New- Mon., Tu., Wed., Th. Noon to 1p.m., 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
man got down and watched Fri. 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
SCHEDULE
—
—
most of the game from a mid— SPORTS
7 and 9 p.m. Crawford Hall NCAA DiviFriday, March 7
in
the
bleachers.
seat
court
sion IIWestern Regional Basketball
— Playoffs.
—
Steve claimed that he couldn't
Beach UCI Crew vs.
Saturday, March 8—9 a.m. Newport
pass up the deal he got for the CSULB. Noon - Baseball Stadium - UCI vs. CSULB (Double
— Pool UCI Swim team vs. Pasadena City Coltickets, which was an estiHeader) lpm.
—
—
almated 50% discount. Steve
lege. Seven and 9 p.m. Crawford Hall NCAA Division IIWestso brought the paid atten- ern RegionalBasketballPlayoffs.—
— UCI Women s
Wednesday, March 12—2 p.m. TennisCourts
dance up to a crowded 17
—
Men's
Tennis vs.
Courts UCI
people ( well that's more than Tennis vs UCLA. 2 p.m. Tennis
- UCI
vs.
Volleyball
CSUF.
C
lub
Crawford
Hall
6pm.
country
USC
— UCI
—
my high school cross
Volley7: 30 p.m. CrawfordHall
Thursday, March 13
meets)
ballClub
vs.
LaVerne.
For a chance to see more of
by Noob Zoonly
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TwoFilet Mignon
Dinners for $6.95

Come aboard the Jolly Roger and enjoy two
delicious Filet Mignon Steak Dinners for only
$6.95. Thepirates been busypreparing a new menu item and
we wantyou tojoin in our feast.
Our
specialdinner offerincludes
%
?#
j^fm^^. twoFilet Mignon steaks wrapped
*
in bacon, broiled toperfection and
topped witha mushroom cap.Dinner is served with your choice
or rice pilaf, soup
I
■°f potato
du jour or fresh garden salad
I
I.
I
..■
with sliced cucumbers and
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Two Filet MignonDinners
SpeciallyPriced I
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33 Fashion Square

Anaheim
2250 E.Lincoln
635-4453
NewportBeach
Dana Point Harbor
3333 W. Coast Hwy. 25100 Del Prado
496-0855
642-2295

.

Balboa Island
203 Marine Ave

673-8720

I

.

Buena ParkCenter
8376La Palma Ave. |
995-7611
Costa Mesa
2300 Harbor Blvd.
540-8535
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performed by the virtuoso Cleveland Orchestra and Cleveland
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SANTA ANA
3821 S. Bristol Street
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
(714) 556-9195

"«Vi»K>ft of MTIGBITYEl^TEftTAIWWCKT CORP.

EL TORO
24882 Muirlands Blvd
El Toro, Calif
(714) 837-9944
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THE FACULTY STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD IS FREE!

"NO GIMMICKS
*NO MINIMUM PURCHASE Y0U CAN SAVE ANOTHER BUCK OFF ANY U> OR TAPE
"NO AGE RESTRICTIONS WTH AN ALREADY LOW TICKET PRICE OF $4.00 OR MORE*
THIS CARD
*NO STATIC
' IS GOOD EVERY DAY DURING EVERY HOUR
*NO WEEKDAY ONLY SALE THAT WE RE OPEN. JUST THINK OF THE SAVINGS ON THE
LrS AND TAPES YOU WANT FOR YOUR VERY OWN! THIS
"NO HASSLE
DISCOUNT OFFER APPLIES ONLY TO OUR TICKET PRICE
"NO JIVE
A^D MAY NOT BE APPLIED TO ANY LP OR TAPE ON SALE
"NO EXCUSES
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SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS ON REVERSE

J

ODAY FOR YQUR OWN FACULTY STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD* SINCE YOU DONfT
HAVE YOUR CARD TODAY, USE THIS AD FOR $1.00 OFF ALL RECORDS AND TAPES
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS ABOVE, DO IT NOW! THIS "AD ONLY OFFER" EXPIRES 3-13-75,

|% WHLREHOUSE|
Take this applicatioinovouMieares^HiB^
BATE
FACULTY OR
STUDENT I.D. NO.
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AGE
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.
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION

EL TORO

24882 Muirlands Blvd.
El Toro, Calif.

(714) 837-9944

ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING

SANTA ANA
3821 S. Bristol Street
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
(714) 556-9195
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Womens Studies At UCI

by

DominiqueDesanti's spring quarter courseentitled "Feminism and Feminity" has recently
been dropped from the Spring program in Comparative Culture.

The course was then shuffled
over to French, to be taught in French, but was
also cancelled from that department.
The decision todrop the course from Comparative Culture was based on the small enrollment in Desanti's winter quarter course there
entitled "Utopian Philosophy" which, according
to Dr. Jorgensen, Comp Culture director, was
a prerequisite for "Feminism and Feminity."
"Desanti envisioned that her courses at UCI
would be taught in French," Jorgensenexplained. "We are willing to cooperate with her desire to move the French department because
of the limited response here to her first
course."

Originally, this decision meant that only
French students would be able to enroll in this
course. However, because of the cancellation,
this opportunity to take the course will also be
denied the French students.
In the past, efforts for women's studies courses at UCI have been severelystifled. Comparative Culture offered the campus's onlyfour courses during winter quarter: "Women in Film","The
History of Women's Oppression," "LearningSex-

Alta

ual Roles," and "Women in Asia
The feeling in Comparative Culture is that
"there are many other women's courses"and soa
course tike Desanti's will not be missed. As of
spring quarter, 1975, only one course will be
taught in Comparative Culture about Women,
called "Theories about Women's Oppression."
Other departments must take the responsibility for teaching Women's Studies courses
that Comparative Culture has had. Because of
the smallnumber of majors in Comparative Culture (only 105) great revision will take place resulting in the deletion of many interesting courses as well as women's studies courses that are
there.
Women's Studies courses scheduled elsewhere for spring quarter, 1975 are "Women in
Management"inGSA, "Women, Men & Work," in
the History Dept., Social Sciences: "Women In
Interpersonal Communication" and the French
department's "Women Society in France" also
being taught in French.
The only way that Women's Studies can gain
more support on the Irvine campus is if students
enroll in them, and lobby for their existence. If Irvine is to achieve a well-representedacademic
curriculum, Women's studies must be an integral
part of this ideal.

New Director For
UC Cancer Research
Dr. Stephen B. Shohet has been appointed director of the
Cancer Research Institute at the University of California,San
Francisco, it was announced by Chancellor Francis A. Sooy
and dean of the School of Medicine Julius R. Krevans, following approvalby the U. C. Board of Regents.
He succeeds Dr. David A. Wood, professor emeritus of
pathology, who served as director of CRI for 21 years.
Dr. Shphet is associate professor of medicine andof laboratory medicine as well as director of hematology and of the
Hematology Research Laboratories at UCSF. He joined the
UCSF faculty in 1971. having formerly servedon the faculty of
Harvard Medical School.
In commenting on the appointment, Dean Krevans says that
in addition to ensuring the continuation of the best care possible for cancer patients, Dr. Shohet's aim is "to develop the
highestquality cancer research programs in order to help accelerate scientists' understanding of the causes of cancer and
how best to prevent, cure, and control it." Dean Krevans
points out that Dr.Shohet's own research has advanced knowledge of cell plasma membranes (the outer surface layers of
the cells) and the membrane's role in either inhibiting or accelerating the growth of cancer cells— particularly in regard
to leukemia and Hodgkin's disease.
Dr. Shohet is the author of numerous scienctific publications dealing with the role of cellmembranes in both white and
red blood cell function. In recognition of his work he has received grants from the Medical Foundation, the National Institutes of Health and the National Cancer Institute.
He was born in Boston, Massachusetts in 1934. He received
his B.A. degree,magna cum laude, from Harvard College in
1956 andhis M.D.degree in1960 from HarvardMedical School.
After internship and residency training at the Beth Israel
Hospital, Boston, his further postdoctoral training and faculty
appointments took place at the National Cancer Institute, the
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston, the U.S.Public Health
Service, and the Children's HopitalMedical Center and Harvard Medical School, Boston. From 1969-71 he was assistant
professor of pediatrics and associate in hematology at HarvardMedical School, after which he came to UCSF in 1971.

Financial Aids Reminder
The deadline for submitting applications for 197475— note this year's— Basic
Educational Opportunity
Grantsis March 15, 1975. No

applications can be considered after this deadline.
soaetnow.ifyouhaven'talready filed your BEOG
application for this year.

MARCH 7-13
PATOGH
IS CLOSED
Applications available for
ASUCI/Career Planning & Placement

Course Evaluations Booklet

Positions available.
Contact Marge Ryan at 833-5547
tditor -in-Chief
5175/mo. during
Asst. Editor (time computer backschool year
groundraquired)
g
d
S3. 1S/hr.
Asst. Editor (same layout-design
25/ wk during
knowledge)
summor
S*aff part-time school year and
$3.15/hr.
summer

Washington, D.C.

Sacramento
Summer Internships

-

ASUCI Minorities Program Board meets Monday,
March 10 at 3 p.m. in the Cross Cultural Center.

with Congressmen and Federal Agencies

-

.Chiefly Volunteer Positions Possibility of
Pay or Academic Credit
Pick upyour applications at ASUCI or Career
Planning & Placement
If interestedin assisting in the organization of
the program, see Greg Thomas at ASUCI or
Linda DeFeo at Career Planning & Placement

FRI.

*
*
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COMMITTEES/OPENINGS ASUCI 833-5547
Deputy Elections Commissioners
contact Mike Barris

ASUCI Affirmative Action Policy

Committee
Councilperson-at-Large
Contact Greg
Thomas
Publications
Open House
Contact Marge Ryan
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